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Editor’s Corner

if a follow-up has a good photo I usually include it.)
So to submit something create an account on the BBS
and post the report there. Posting to the BBS is in
effect permission to reprint the post in the magazine,
but I often follow-up with a more formal email
request if there may be some question about
reproduction of material or photos.

By Edward Frank
Webmaster , BBS Administrator,
eNTS Magazine Editor-in-Chief
edfrank@nativetreesociety.org

If there some special circumstances, material for
inclusion in the eNTS Magazine can be emailed to
me at edfrank@nativetreesociety.org

Joining the Native Tree Society
People have asked how to join the Native Tree
Society. To be a formal member of the NTS go to
the home page: http://www.ents-bbs.org of our BBS
and click on the “Register” link on the upper right
side of the page below the heading http://www.entsbbs.org/ucp.php?mode=register Creating an account
and becoming a member is free. We do not charge
any dues for participation.

This month we have has some fantastic article. Bart
Bouricius provided reports form the Amazon Basin
in Peru. Kouta Rasenan, Jeroen Philippona, amd
Michael Spraggon continued with the final reports
from the Balkan Pennisula Expedition. Eli Dickerson
submitted several reports form the Atlanata area in
Georgia. Brian Beduhn is a measuring machine with
reports from North Carolina. Robert Leverett reports
on trees and the ancient Ohia forests in Hawaii. We
have a report of a new record Bay laurel from
California by Zane Moore. We have reports of other
sites from new members and longtime members.
There was a beautiful set of snow and rime photos
from the Roan Highlands on the NC TN border taken
by James Robert Smith. National Geographic
Magazine released an article on canopy mapping of
the President Sequoia, Will Blozan was a participant
in that effort.

The form asks you to create a user name and a
password, and has a short form to fill out. Most
people, and it is easier for me also, use their real
name as a username, but that isn’t required. The
system will create an account and send you a
verification email to which you need to respond to
activate the account.
This article explains how everything works:
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=166&t=23

Submitting material to the eNTS Magazine

Something different in this months issue is that I have
included a series of web links of articles posted on
our Native Tree Society Facebook page that did not
appear on the BBS. Be sure to check out these
articles.

To submit material for inclusion in the magazine the
process is pretty simple for most material. People
post messages to the BBS discussion list, and I pull
them off the list and compile them to create a
monthly magazine. The magazine includes most of
the initial posts made in each discussion thread, and
those follow-up posts that seem to e relevant or add
additional material I find of interest. (I like photos, so

Edward Frank

Those interested in reproducing materials (articles or photographs) from the
eNTS: the Magazine of the Native Tree Society should contact the Editor-in-Chief
and/or the associated author/photographer directly for permission.
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Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Dec 01, 2012 5:32 pm
During my recent trip to Peru for work, I spent time
searching for big trees and along with the most
massive Ceiba species Lupunas and Wimbas, my
Peruvian friends and I found some interesting and
huge Fig (Ficus) species. Figs are quite fascinating
and are divided into two subgenera: Urostigma which
includes trees with aerial roots and often multiple
stems or trunks such as the Banyans and
hemiepiphytic strangler fig. The other subgenus is
Pharmacosycea which is never an epiphyte and is
without aerial roots. Members of this sub genus can
have immense trunks with long ribbon like buttress
and often huge spreading crowns. As there are over
50 species of figs in Peru, most in the Amazon Basin,
I was not able to identify species in the time
available. Part of the problem is that even if the tree
is "in bloom", all the figs keep their flower inside
small green balls, so superficially they look the same.
The internal flowers are pollinated by wasps which
lay eggs in these balls which then will develop into
the fruits.
Vertical view of same fig

Weninger dwarfed by large
fig 120' tall, 14' 7" circumference. Notice high water line on tree from 2 month high water season
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Weny and Segundo with "Upside down tree" Urostigma subgenus

Segundo and Bart with huge fig 141' high and Circumference of 17' 3". All circumferences are measured above
butresses
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probable Ficus species in Pharmacocycea subgenu

Strangler fig Urostigma species engulfs palm
I will have one more post from Peru in a few days
which will include a few more unusual trees, some
interesting vines, and the tallest trees found yet. I
hope you enjoy it as well.
Bart Bouricious

Strangler figs on adjacent palms with Jarli Huaya
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Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

Re: North Syracuse Oak Groves Fall
2012

by Larry Tucei » Sun Dec 02, 2012 11:36 am

by tomhoward » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:37 pm

Bart, I second what Will said. Your postings from
South America are truly awesome! The photo of the
waterline is amazing. The Pascagoula Basin near
where I live has a tidal change of only 10-15' at the
river level spilling over to the Forest only at a depth
of around 5-6'. Your photo is unreal at least 18',
wow! I really enjoy those Giants you guys are
discovering. Larry

Yesterday, Dec. 1, 2012, I returned to the North
Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove:

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

These are the heights measured Dec. 1 (these heights
in feet, with the sine method used by NTS):

I spent a magical one hour and 30 or more minutes in
the North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove on this
cold, cloudy, day. While I was there measuring trees,
the dusting of snow on the leaf-covered ground
melted away. The sun came out for a kittle while. I
saw 2 small hawks flying over the tops of the Big
Oaks.

Younger trees:
Red Oak #35
95
Red Maple east of #35
95.9
Red Oak #29
103.8
Red Oak #30
104
Red Oak east of #34
105
Red Oak #18
102.8
Red Oak #12 (big trunk)
100
Red Oak west of #17
102.84
Sassafras #41
87.7,
tallest Sassafras in central NY

by Bart Bouricius » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:14 pm
The water level can increase by 35' in the area where
I often work. The glacier melt is seasonal and during
high water the Piranha's and electric eels are
swimming at the base of these trees which in some
cases have their seeds dispersed by fish that eat the
tree seeds. The species in this flood plain have
adapted to this and depend on the annual inundation
of huge areas of land. The forest tree species in the
hilly Terra Firma Forests are a very different mix
with some overlap of trees in both habitats, but less
than I originally thought.

Older trees:
White Oak east of #23 93.8, 19.6” dbh, very gnarly
Black Oak #27
104.9, 45.8” dbh, biggest
tree in Grove, tallest Black Oak in central NY

When we built the zip line system on the Tahuayo
River back 15 years ago toward the end of the high
water season, we had to start from canoes, lashing
platforms to tree trunks to store the hardware and
lumber. As the water gradually receded we had to
find different boat routes, then drag boats over mud
high spots and ultimately walk the whole way from
the lodge as we completed the system after the water
had receded. Today tourists who come during the
high water season can still access the system by using
our 10' high platforms where the boats can dock.

Tom Howard

Bart Bouricious
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Re: Pictures of Fungi in the Redwood
Forest
by Mark Collins » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:44 pm
December 1, 2012
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Mark Collins
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from the air.

Re: Doing Battle with Cedars (to
benefit oaks) , NE

In the "famous" dolomite glades of the Ozarks of
southern Missouri and northern Arkansas, fire
frequency in the past was 3-5 years. They become,
very, very thick, cedar thickets, with basically no
ground cover. You have to cut the damn things out
just to walk through them, because they are only 20 ft
tall.

by Chris » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:20 am
Yep, lack of fire is main culprit blamed for red cedar
expansion. But the "green glacier" [shrubs/tree
invading grasslands] is also impacting grasslands
worldwide, and is also maybe related to seed sources,
increased C02 helping C4 species, nutrient deposition

Cedar Hell

Below is from the White River Balds, near "famous" Branson, Missouri, one of the "best" glades. Includes
numerous Xerothermic species far outside main range, that got "trapped" when climate got wetter 4,000 years ago.
Ashe Juniper, American Smoketree, cacti, rattlesnakes, etc...
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any real ecological problem- some bird species may
not like the red cedar but others might

Re: Doing Battle with Cedars (to
benefit oaks) , NE

Joe, perhaps you are right, but I want to offer a
different perspective. If you look along the east coast
we are still finding patches of old-growth forest that
had never been logged, so I would expect that there
are patches of prairie/non-commercial timberland that
has likewise not been altered by farming and grazing.

by edfrank » Sun Dec 02, 2012 7:47 pm
Joe wrote: by this point- it's hard to believe there's
any "native cover" anywhere in those states- it
sounds like it's more a nuisance to the ranchers than
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A second consideration is that old-growth forest
can serve as a seed bank for younger forests
surrounding it, so as t allow it to take on old-growth
characteristics itself eventually. Since the grass and
native trees in the area are smaller, perhaps it would
take a smaller area of unaffected land to provide a
viable seed bank. A third consideration is that much
of this area is also within the cross-timbers area.
many post oak trees in this area have been shown by
David Stahle and others at UArk, to be several
hundred years old. So much of the land has at least
not been cleared for farming, although some
livestock grazing may have taken place. Overall I
think there are many patches of ground that were not
subject to farming and grazing.

Re: Once again, LARGE SIZE
doesn't equal OLD AGE
by mdvaden » Sun Dec 02, 2012 8:52 pm
Reminds me of an Atlas Cedar in Sherwood, Oregon.
It's surprising how fast it's growing wood. I measured
it as near 394 points. 113 feet tall. 256 inches
circumference. Canopy 93' x 111'. The dbh is 6.8' just under 7 feet.
That ... in 2011. But I found out some days or weeks
later, that Robert Van Pelt had also measured it once
back around 1996. He said the last measure was 100
feet tall and 16 feet and 8 inches (200 inches)
circumference or 5.3 ft. dbh it seems.

Another line of reasoning is that large areas in the
region were part of the dust bowl in the 1930's from
poor farming practices and drought. Many of the
areas abandoned at that time have not been subject
again to intense agriculture. So they have been left to
their own devices, aside from aggressive fire
suppression. So in the last 80 years the annual
grasses have had 80 generations to reestablish a
balance with the perennial grasses, shrubs, and trees.
As a system I am not sure how long a generation
might be, but certainly for the grasses as a whole
there have been many generations in which to
approach the same balance present prior to human
utilization even in these heavily impacted areas.
How long does it take one of these systems to
become an "old-growth" grassland/non-commercial
timber land after having been impacted? If you can't
see any of the effects of direct human impact, does
that make it a natural system?

So that's 1.5 feet diameter increase in 15 years. In a
way, an inch a year may not seem like that much, and
if split in two to a half inch per side of the trunk per
year.

The best counterargument is that people affect
everywhere, which is true. But this can be said for
areas whether they were initially impacted by grazing
and farming or not.
Edward Frank
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3174230.htm
HOW OLD ARE TROPICAL TREES? THE
PERSISTENCE OF A MYTH
Martin Worbes & Wolfgang Johannes Junk
IAWA Journal, Vol. 20 (3),1999: 255-260
http://bio.kuleuven.be/sys/iawa/IAWA%20J%20pdf
%27s/20.no.1-4.1999/20.3.255_260.pdf
Tropical dendrochemistry: A novel approach to
estimate age and growth from ringless trees
P. M. Poussart,1 S. C. B. Myneni, and A. Lanzirotti
Received 18 May 2006; revised 6 July 2006;
accepted 12 July 2006; published 9 September 2006.
http://geoweb.princeton.edu/people/poussart/downloa
ds/Poussartetal_06.pdf
University of California - Irvine (2005, December
13). Amazon Trees Much Older Than Assumed,
Raising Questions On Global Climate Impact Of
Region. ScienceDaily. Retrieved December 1, 2012,
from
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/view.php
?id=29027
Age and Long-term Growth of Trees in an Oldgrowth Tropical Rain Forest, Based on Analyses of
Tree Rings and Esther Fichtler, Deborah A. Clark
and Martin Worbes Biotropica, Vol. 35, No. 3 (Sep.,
2003), pp. 306-317
http://www.jstor.org/stable/30043047

M. D. Vaden of Oregon

Age of Tropical Trees

Edward Frank
by edfrank » Sat Dec 01, 2012 10:04 am
Larry, There are some references online about the age
of tropical trees. The first are some comments by
Neil Pederson from our website. There are a couple
of pdf that can be downloaded. The last perhaps
could be obtained from the authors.
Age of Tropical trees
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/species/sp_threads/
age_of_tropical_trees.htm
Amazon Trees Much Older Than Assumed, Raising
Questions On Global Climate Impact Of Region,
ScienceDaily (Dec. 13, 2005)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2005/12/05121
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And finally, a photo of peace and tranquility.

Aloha, HI
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 02, 2012 6:18 pm
Hi Everybody, Well, here I am in Hawaii gazing at
lush vegetation, live volcanoes, and the expanses of
the mighty Pacific Ocean. Here is an image from
yesterday afternoon, looking eastward. I have lots of
images, but my Internet connection is slow, so they
will come in spurts.

This image shows the lava heaped high. Just a few
miles out the road, an entire development was
covered some years back. People here live with the
ever present expectation that they could lose their
homes to Pele.

Robert T. Leverett
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Joan Maloof North Syracuse Oak
Groves
by tomhoward » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:32 pm
NTS, here is a summary of Joan Maloof's visit to the
North Syracuse Oak Groves on Nov. 30:
Joan Maloof of the Old Growth Forest Network met
me at North Syracuse Library. From there we visited
the old growth oak groves here, first the Wizard of
Oz Oak Grove, then the North Syracuse Cemetery
Oak Grove. Weather – very cold, 28 degrees F., gray
sky spitting snow, no snow on ground.
She was also awed by the size of the shattered stump
of the fallen Poe Black Oak. The Forest Cathedral
was grander than ever, and she was amazed at the
size and height of the big old White Oaks; she took a
stitch of an especially impressive White Oak (over
30” dbh and at least 106 ft. tall) on the east side of
the trail. I showed her what (at least so far) is the
tallest White Oak in central NY (29.65” dbh, 110.2 ft.
tall) on the east side of the trail in the Forest
Cathedral. I also showed her the 2 tallest Red Maples
in the Grove, in the Forest Cathedral (18.8” dbh,
111.6 ft. tall – 2nd tallest Red Maple in central NY,
the shaggy “Magic Maple” 26.7” dbh, 110.5 ft. tall). I
showed her the Anne Frank Black Gum (est. 240
years old, possibly the oldest tree in the Grove), a
tree which looks really old, with complex crown. The
Anne Frank Tree is the tallest Black Gum I know of
in NY State, measured at 94.5 ft. by Robert Henry
with the Forestry 550 laser rangefinder in 2009. The
plaque on the Anne Frank Tree is hanging from only
1 fastener. I showed her some of the trees with
plaques still intact – Gage White Oak, Mandela Red
Maple, Lennon White Oak, Rosa Parks Black Gum.
When we first entered the Wizard of Oz Grove, Joan
noticed a large number of Gypsy Moth egg cases on
several trees in the southwestern part of the Grove.
She suggested we remove them, so we used sticks to
remove the egg cases from the trees as we got ready
to leave the Grove.

Robert Henry joined us at the entrance to the Wizard
of Oz Oak Grove at North Syracuse Junior High
School. We all took pictures at the Sign at the
entrance, and briefly entered the Grove. Then Bob
had to leave to take care of a patient (he is a busy
LPN). Joan and I explored the Grove, walked the
length of the Nature Trail. She is deeply impressed
by the Grove – it was a magical time, she said it’s
great to have a place like this so near a school. Joan
was awed by the size of the Grove’s biggest and
tallest tree, the Baum Red Oak (49.1” dbh, 112.3 ft.
tall), but size does not equal age, as this has been
alive only since about 1870. The dedicatory plaque
on the Baum red Oak is gone. Earlier I showed her a
small cross-section of a White Oak snag log that I
counted 198 rings on earlier this year.
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branches of Black Gum #34, also struck her as very
old. These trees are easily over 300 years old. The
great Black Oak #27, largest tree in the Grove (45.8”
dbh, 104.9 ft. tall, height measured 12/1/2012) also
impressed her. She noticed a long vertical scar on the
lower trunk of the Black Oak, and she wonders if the
scar was caused by lightning. These old Oaks are
trees from the original forest. She thinks that the old
Oaks of the Cemetery Oak Grove are older than the
old trees of the Tuliptree Cathedral of Green Lakes –
if you added up the ages of these Oaks, you’d get a
greater age than from the Tuliptree Cathedral. Also,
when we were among the old Big Oaks of the
Cemetery Oak Grove, we talked about the Indiana
section of her book Among the Ancients, of how she
writes about how individual old trees of the same
species next to each other look distinct from each
other. The old Oaks of the Cemetery Oak Grove look
distinct from each other. I told her that the oldest
White Oak, Red Oak, Black Oak, Red Maple, Black
Gum in Onondaga County could be in this 1-acre
Oak Grove.

Baum Red Oak in the Wizard of Oz Oak Grove
Joan and I next went to North Syracuse Cemetery,
and entered the woods among the tall (to 105 ft.) 2nd
growth White Pines behind Wells Ave. houses. I
showed her the Onondaga County champion
Sassafras (22.1” dbh, 87.7 ft. tall), and it really
impressed her – she noticed balding bark developing
on this tree, which is probably about 100 years old.
She scraped the bark a little and noticed a faint
Sassafras fragrance.

I told her that Grove’s vernal pool is a likely
inspiration for the magical Truth Pond in Baum’s The
Road to Oz. I told her of the mystery of this place,
how an ancient vernal pool is at the center, and of the
3 concentric circles around the pool – the inner circle
the old growth White Oaks, an outer circle of
younger Red Oaks, an outermost circle of younger
White Pines (and we could see green White Pines all
around the Grove), and she thinks this may have been
a native American sacred site.

Then we walked into the old growth Oak Grove, a
place she found to be very special. I showed her the
Big Oaks of my childhood. She’s awestruck – the
oldest White Oaks look like they are 300 years old or
older. She guessed that White Oak #16 (31.7” dbh,
109.2 ft. tall) is at least 300 years old. She was
impressed by the “gnarliness”, balding bark, stem
sinuosity, the extraordinary density of large old trees
in the Grove. They are as big and old as the oldest old
growth White Oaks she’s ever seen (and she has seen
many). She could clearly see the age difference
between these old White Oaks, Red Oak #13 (which
looks like an aged Red Oak) and the large younger
Red Oaks that are also abundant in the Grove. She
was amazed by the huge masses of crooked timber
high in the sky in the densest part of the Grove, east
of the dry vernal pool in the center of the Grove.
White Oak #22 (21” dbh, 105.6 ft. tall) also looks
very old with its balding bark, stem sinuosity,
crooked branches; she was impressed by how this
tree made its way into the canopy. The balding bark,
old-looking blocky bark, high sinuosity, gnarled

Joan Maloof feels that both old growth Oak Groves
in North Syracuse are special places.
I highly recommend that all NTS look at the excellent
blog entry (with pictures) Joan Maloof made about
this visit in her For the Earth blog.
http://joanmaloof.blogspot.com/2012/12/looking-forold-trees.html

Tom Howard
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Re: Travelogue Part 6: the Perućica
Forest Reserve

more research again.
Robert Leverett wrote: Michael, Kouta, Jeroen,
Totally absorbing. How many species of trees did you
encounter in that forest?

by Chris » Sun Dec 02, 2012 3:56 pm
This question is addressed to all three of you and
could apply to all the places you have visited. But has
there been much "scientific" interest or study of these
forests? I am aware just because there hasn't been
much accurate measuring of heights/girths/etc... does
not mean there has been other types of research
performed. . I just get the sense that some of these
places are kind of off the radar..... Does that ring true
to you guys? Maybe academic forest researchers have
(for reasons of location, familiarity, historical focus)
worked on forest in western Europe?

In Perućica we mainly visited the central part at
altitudes between 1000 and 1400 m, were the most
tall trees could be expected. This beech-fir-spruce
forest is poor in the number of species, beside
European beech, European white fir and Norway
spruce we saw only few wych elms (Ulmus glabra)
and sycamore maples (Acer pseudoplatanus) and
along streams black alder (Alnus glutinosa). Probably
there grow some ashes (Fraxinus excelsior) also in
these forests. At rocky outcrops and sunny, dry areas
the forest consists more of black pine (Pinus nigra)
and near the viewpoint west of Dragos Sedlo I saw
hop hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia) and Turkey oak
(Quercus cerris). In the forests at lower altitudes
(between 600 and 1000 m, which we only saw from a
distance) grow two or perhaps three species of lime
(silver lime, Tilia tomentosa and broadleaved lime, T.
platyphyllos; perhaps also T. cordata, small leaved
lime; also several species of oak seem to grow there.
Probably here grow also more maple and Sorbus
species. Probably at wet locations there will be
willows and at pioneer stages also birches and aspen.
So we did not see much more than 12 tree species in
Perućica. Till now I didn't see reports which give an
overview of all tree species in the forest.

Re: Travelogue Part 6: the Perućica
Forest Reserve
by Jeroen Philippona » Sun Dec 02, 2012 9:18
pm
Chris Morris wrote: This question is addressed to all
three of you and could apply to all the places you
have visited. But has there been much "scientific"
interest or study of these forests? I am aware just
because there hasn't been much accurate measuring
of heights/girths/etc... does not mean there has been
other types of research performed. . I just get the
sense that some of these places are kind of off the
radar..... Does that ring true to you guys? Maybe
academic forest researchers have (for reasons of
location, familiarity, historical focus) worked on
forest in western Europe?

Jeroen Philippona

Re: Travelogue Part 6: the Perućica
Forest Reserve

Indeed there has been done scientific research in
these forests, but part of them has been published in
Serbian language. At my report of Perućica I added a
small list of literature, which is scientific. Kouta has
some reports and books, some reports can be found
on internet. Compared to Western Europe there is
probably much less study done. Because of the
Yugoslavian war research since 1991 will have been
much less than before. Especially the Perućica area is
still very little visited by people from Western
Europe, but perhaps the last few years there is done

by KoutaR » Tue Dec 04, 2012 3:42 pm
Jeroen has forgotten a few species we encountered in
Perućica. I would also have forgotten them, therefore
I always write down the tree species I find in a park.
In addition to those Jeroen mentioned we saw the
following species: European ash (Fraxinus
excelsior), whitebeam (Aria nivea = Sorbus aria),
rowan (Sorbus aucuparia), black elder (Sambucus
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nigra), wild cherry (Prunus avium), Heldreich's
maple (Acer heldreichii), Norway maple (Acer
platanoides), hawthorn (Crataegus rhipidophylla)
and common aspen (Populus tremula). Thus, we
encountered 18 tree species in the area we explored
between altitudes 1030-1500 m:

highlighted and the top visible (top left), the tallest
(54.0 m) silver fir we measured.

Abies alba
Picea abies
Pinus nigra
Fagus sylvatica
Ulmus glabra
Acer pseudoplatanus
Acer heldreichii
Acer platanoides
Alnus glutinosa
Fraxinus excelsior
Ostrya carpinifolia
Quercus cerris
Aria nivea = Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia
Sambucus nigra
Prunus avium
Crataegus rhipidophylla
Populus tremula
There are certainly a few more even at these
elevations as we could explore only small parts of the
area. Species richness should be higher at lower
elevations with very steep slopes, with partly
different species (like the lindens Jeroen mentioned),
and at still higher elevations there should be again
new species.
Kouta

Re: The Perućica Forest reserve in
Bosnia Herzegovina
by KoutaR » Tue Dec 04, 2012 1:09 pm
Still one photo. The tallest (57.4 m) Norway spruce
we measured is on the right next to Michael. In front
of it a beech. On the left foreground a ~52 m tall
silver fir. Behind it, with the left side of the base
Kouta Rasanen
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Re: The Perućica Forest reserve in
Bosnia Herzegovina

Re: The Perućica Forest reserve in
Bosnia Herzegovina

by KoutaR » Wed Dec 05, 2012 6:57 pm

by Jeroen Philippona » Wed Dec 05, 2012 7:00
pm

Bob Leverett wrote: I continue to be amazed at what
you, Jeroen, and Michael are confirming. I'm also
amazed at the quality of the forests you are
exploring. It is apparent that Eastern Europe is a
whole different environment and that there is far
more to explore than any of us on this side of the
pond could have imagined. What sorts of trips do
you three have planned for the future?

Bob, thanks for this compliments, but you and your
fellow ents (together with the Western tree
measurers) were the most important inspiration for us
to start height measuring with laser and the Sine
method as well as by climbing.
Till now we did not plan new trips. Beside again
visiting some of the forests we described in these
reports, I would like to visit several forest reserves in
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Rumania and Bulgaria.
Also the forest with Abies nordmanniana and Picea
orientalis in the Caucasian are very interesting for
finding height records, but also political very
unstable. Very interesting I think are forests in
Northern Iran south of the Caspian Sea.
So there is still a lot to explore, to much for the three
of us. There are some more measurers who use laser
in Europe now, but most of them just started with this
and only measure trees in their own neighborhood.
Michael Taylor proposes us to do more
photographing of the big oriental planes at Trsteno
when the leaves are off for his three-dimensional
measuring method.

Thank you, Bob! The communism was undoubtedly a
bad experiment but it appears to have been good for
nature: the land use was much less effective;
consequently, almost all European true old-growth
south from Fennoscandia is now in the former
Warsaw Bloc.
In the Balkans, Jeroen threw out an idea to do a new
trip to Romania and Bulgaria, but we have no actual
plans. The Russian Caucasus and Abies
nordmanniana have also been discussed but the
region is at the moment so risky that I (as father of a
small child) will not go there before it gets safer
there. It is unfortunately the most turbulent region in
Russia.

Rand, Indeed the Adriatic coast region and especially
the mountain chains somewhat more inland have a
high rainfall, the mountainforests we visited have a
rainfall of 60 - 80 inche a year.

If you had in Hawaii nobody who can identify the
eucalypts, you could take photos of fruits, floral buds,
leaves and trunk, and we can try to identify them.
Fruits and floral buds can almost always be found on
the ground. I look forward to your reports,
particularly of native forests.

Kouta, Indeed especially the 65 m tall fir (in the
small article with a DBH of only 88 cm / CBH 276
cm = 9 feet) is very enigmatic. Also confusing is that
the DBH of the tallest Norway spruce is different in
the different articles. So perhaps Leibundgut cannot
be trusted totally or he means different trees. The 65
m fir can have grown in an other study plot than the
52 m fir.

Rand, the parks we explored have annual
precipitations of around 2000 mm = 80 inches. A
difference between the mountains of the Balkans and
the Smokies is that in the former there is a drier
period in summer.
Kouta Rasanen

I agree that ~60 m will be the potential max. height
for white fir, but one never can be sure. For example
the tallest Pinus strobus in the Smokeys before losing
its top was more than 20 feet taller then the second
tallest. The tallest Quercus petraea in the Forêt de
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Bercé in France are 4 m taller then anywere else
measured by us.

maximal heights. The strongest proof for me for my
belief that silver fir does not get over 60 m tall is that
Norway spruces have been taller than firs
everywhere. I may be wrong. Actually I hope I am
wrong and there are TWO native tree species in
Central Europe capable to exceed 60 m.

Also interesting are the differences in max. height
found of Tilia x europea in the UK and the
Netherlands: in the Netherlands these trees rarely are
taller than 34.5 m /110 ft, only one of 36.8 m / 120.7
ft was found, but in the UK now in one area many
were found by mr. RedRob of 40 to 43.2 m / 141.7 ft.
So before we can draw definitive conclusions about
potential maximum heights we have to measure a lot
more!

Kouta

Re: The Perućica Forest reserve in
Bosnia Herzegovina

Jeroen Philippona

by KoutaR » Fri Dec 07, 2012 10:31 am
Joe Zorzin wrote: Kouta, will the new governments
protect these forests?

Re: The Perućica Forest reserve in
Bosnia Herzegovina

The post-communism-era governments are not "new"
anymore. The Warsaw Bloc crashed already over 20
years ago. Anyway, these reserves are very well and
effectively protected, in some cases the parks
cooperate with western European agencies.
Unfortunately the national parks outside these oldgrowth reserves are not well protected. For example,
the forests of Sutjeska National Park outside Perucica
Nature Reserve are logged by the national park itself.
We saw a logging truck coming from the park full of
big trunks. Apparently there are fairly tall forests also
outside Perucica but they are being logged. Perhaps
the national park and the government simply need
money.

by KoutaR » Thu Dec 06, 2012 11:08 am
I second Jeroen in that the NTS has definitely been
our inspiration and model for starting to measure and
build a Europe-wide database of reliable measured
trees. Unfortunately I needed about 2 years to buy a
rangefinder (from my first post to the ENTSTREES). I have always been interested in tree heights
but I couldn't believe I could do something valuable.
Particularly I couldn't believe height records are still
generally measured with such a stupid method as the
tangent method.
Jeroen Philippona wrote:The 65 m fir can have
grown in an other study plot than the 52 m fir.

Kouta Rasanen

Leibundgut (1982, p. 47) writes: "In den
Probeflächen wurden die folgenden Maximalhöhen
gemessen: ... Tanne Durchmesser 110 cm Höhe 52
m" ("In the study plots [note plural!], the following
maximum heights were measured: ... Fir Diameter
110 cm Height 52 m"). I understand this so that 52 m
was the height of the tallest fir of ALL the study
plots.
I agree that we cannot say yet anything sure about
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I recommend watching it full screen on Facebook if
possible at this link:
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=3018021632
70299&set=vb.100003215538421&type=2&theater

Crown Mapping Giant Sequoias, CA
by edfrank » Sun Dec 02, 2012 9:13 pm
Crown Mapping Giant Sequoias, CA
Will Blozan posted this video to Facebook yesterday

Edward Frank

Re: Crown Mapping Giant Sequoias,
CA
by Will Blozan » Thu Dec 06, 2012 8:21 pm
Bart Bouricius wrote: This is just incredible, I don't
know how you are able to do the physical and mental
process of measuring this tree in ridiculously bad
conditions while still getting this great footage. Also
great sound track.
The shaky footage was mainly from shivering. I do
wish I had had a better camera for the video but it
was very portable and got the point across. In HD it
looks much better. Music was from Malcolm
Danglish; "Hymnody of Earth".
Will Blozan
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Re: "The President" giant sequioa,
SNP, CA

Re: "The President" giant sequioa,
SNP, CA

by edfrank » Sun Dec 02, 2012 11:45 pm

by bbeduhn » Tue Dec 04, 2012 10:15 am

Here is a video from National Geographic on the tree
to accompany the article:

http://www.dailydemocrat.com/news/ci_22113634/u
pon-further-review-giant-sequoia-topsneighbor?source=email
This is a local article to supplement the Nat'l Geo.
article.
Brian Beduhn

Re: "The President" giant sequioa,
SNP, CA
by Mark Collins » Thu Dec 06, 2012 3:45 pm

Magnificent Giant Tree: Sequoia in a Snowstorm

Here's a short interview with Steve Sillett on the
"California Report" about the President:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNCH6uhB_Bs
Published on Nov 26, 2012 by NationalGeographic

http://www.californiareport.org/archive/R201212060
850/b

See more: http://bit.ly/TVehd4 The world's secondlargest known tree, the President, in Sequoia National
Park is photographed by National Geographic
magazine photographer Michael "Nick" Nichols for
the December 2012 issue. The final photograph is a
mosaic of 126 images. More video can be seen in the
magazine's digital editions on iPad, iPhone, and
Kindle Fire. To see Nick's photos, go to
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2012/12/sequoias
/nichols-photography

March Collins

Re: "The President" giant sequioa,
SNP, CA
by Will Blozan » Thu Dec 06, 2012 8:18 pm
Joe wrote: Will, any reason this work was done in
wintery conditions?
I suppose to coincide with research schedules, light
visitor traffic, and perhaps environmental reasons
such as burns. That year just happened to be one of
the heaviest snowfalls in recorded history.
Will Blozan
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75.2'

Greensboro-The Grande/Bluffs
Neighborhoods, NC

Greensboro metas
Nature Center 65.4'
Arboretum
86.0'

by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 03, 2012 5:24 pm
Some numbers from a family neighborhood with a
greenway through the forest:

Plenty more to come.
Brian Beduhn

Nyssa sylvatica black gum
99.1'
Lirio tulip
tuliptree
124.9'
Quercus velotina blk oak
118.2'
Quercus alba
white oak
111.8' 118.2' large
spread
Quercus rubra
red oak
122.2'
Quercus laurifolia laurel oak
107.5'
Platinus occident. sycamore
111.4' 110.0'
Carya glabra
pignut hickory 111.0'
Liquidambar styra. sweet gum 119.1'
Pinus taeda
loblolly pine
124.9' 127.9'
Pinus virginiana VA pine
108.5' 102.9'
R10= 116.89'

Re: Metasequoia Glyptostroboides
(Dawn Redwood)
by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 03, 2012 4:59 pm
More metas from Asheville
Biltmore
Nursery grove
77.9' 76.3' 76.0' 77.8' 67.8' 79.0' 80.6' 79.4'
Garden
65.3'
Kenilworth
Wilshire Park 67.1'
Lakeside 97.3'
Lakeside Pinetum 92.5'
Pisgah Academy
68.3' 116.6' 105.4' 103.2'
Warren Wilson College
62.7'
Spooks Branch
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ille%20poplar%20chattanooga%20st.%20louis%20ra
ilroad&pg=PA94#v=onepage&q&f=true

Re: Photographs of Large Trees
(1915)
by mdavie » Sat Aug 07, 2010 11:05 am
…From another spot in Google books, "The Garden:
An Illusatrated Weekly", January 1898, pp. 69:
http://books.google.com/books?id=9ibmAAAAMAA
J&pg=PA3&dq=intitle:Garden&source=gbs_selected
_pages&cad=3#v=onepage&q&f=false 17 MB
Wood Of Tulip Tree.—In the display of timbers
representing 118 varieties made at the Nashville
Exposition by the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St.
Louis Railroad, and occupying 10,000 square feet of
floor space and a large outside area, are two
remarkable specimens of Yellow Poplar
(Liriodendron tulipifera). One of these is a log 42
feet long, 10 feet 4 inches in diameter at the butt, and
7 feet in diameter at the smaller end. This specimen
contains 1260 cubic feet and is about 600 years old.
The other specimen is 48 feet long with an average
diameter of 7 feet.

Garden and Forest. / Volume 10, Issue 508, page 458.

Re: Photographs of Large Trees
(1915)
by mdavie » Tue Dec 04, 2012 5:52 pm
I did just find an image of one of the tuliptrees from
the Centennial Exposition in Nashville:
http://books.google.com/books?id=RZcBLTiZi_QC
&lpg=PA94&dq=centennial%20exposition%20nashv
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problem was that pretty much all the mahogany was
logged out of all the Terra Firma forest, partly by
using helicopters to locate the largest trees and
sending in logging crews for long distances to
retrieve them because of the great value of the wood.
Other than that, some of these areas are pretty
impressive and probably would otherwise be
classified as primary or old growth.

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report
by Bart Bouricius » Tue Dec 04, 2012 5:20 pm
Kouta Rasenan wrote: Great photos! Where is the
location exactly? Do you consider this forest as
"undisturbed" or "virgin"?

A separate issue with the term "Virgin" in particular
is that humans have had an impact on forest wherever
they have lived, including the Amazon Basin, so even
if the forest appears undisturbed, probably the species
that grow there today have been somewhat influenced
by people in the past. We could, and have had long
discussions on what we mean by the term virgin on
our bulletin board. Using the most extreme
definition, I am afraid that no forest on earth is totally
chaste, and as a Native American saying goes
(paraphrasing): The secret corners of the forest are
heavy with scent of many men. This misuse of Chief
Seattle's words is totally out of context, but I am
using it to make the point that the more you are aware
of the forest, the less you believe that any spot is
secret or totally undisturbed. Don't forget that
Yellowstone Park was made into a "wilderness" by
evicting the native people who lived there, and who
themselves had an impact on the forest.

The problem with the designations of undisturbed or
virgin is that, though we might consider some forest
patch basically "old growth", there is little forest of
that sort that is accessible without walking at least a
day away from a river in the Amazon basin. Possibly
some is closer in some cases where you have a
smaller tributary.
In the area near the the village of El Chino across the
Tahuayo River is Amazonia Expeditions lodge, and
this is the vicinity of the floodplain trees in my two
recent posts. The most impressive trees are mostly
1.5 to 3 hours walk from the Lodge, and off trail.
There are some places that have small patches of
what you might call relatively undisturbed forest,
though most would probably be considered
"secondary" as opposed to "primary" forest which is
the term that Biologists use for old growth forest in
the Amazon and Central America. It is difficult to
reach some of this area during low water season, but
when the water is high, you can see most trees by
canoe, and if, in the past, one had valuable lumber it
was less likely to survive. Fortunately some of the
largest trees have less economic value. Nevertheless,
most of the largest Ceiba pentandra trees were felled
for ply wood in past years, though some quite
impressive Wimba Ceiba samauma still remain, as
there wood was less in demand a few years back.
The figs are also not terribly valuable for much, so
we have some large ones around. The forest here is
sort of patchy, in that some areas were less impacted
than others, and some parts are more difficult to
reach without walking through swamps etc. The area
with the largest Wimba and fig that are shown in my
previous post was relatively untouched though, and
up the Rio Blanco, a tributary of the Tahuayo, there
is Terra Firma (not in the floodplain) forest. If you
walk away from the River quite a ways, you can find
large areas of relatively untouched forest. One

I am always hunting for the least disturbed forest in
this area and my next post will include some spots of
minimal disturbance up the Rio Blanco.
Bart Bouricious

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report
by KoutaR » Tue Dec 04, 2012 5:55 pm
Bart, thank you for the thorough answer. I am aware
of the non-existence of truly virgin forest. I meant
approximately "not logged by people whose origins
are in Europe" like the American old-growth defition
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(or one of them).

spending lots of time in the forests there. He and his
brother Rafael know 90% of the large trees in that
area, and when we go up river and inland, there are
patches where no old stumps exist. To me this is
heaven, however I would give anything to get to even
more remote areas where there is even more terrain.
You can find such places using google earth, but you
would have to mount quite an expedition to get there.
Check out googling Mark Bush Alex Correa Pre
Columbian for an interesting article on early human
impact in the Amazon.

You wrote about a relatively untouched area further
away from the River. Are areas like that possible to
enter by anyone? Are there still much large such
areas in Amazon Basin? (You can also answer in
your next post if the topic is in a better context there.)
Kouta Rasanen

Bart Bouricious

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report
by Bart Bouricius » Tue Dec 04, 2012 9:06 pm

Re: Amazon Giants Trip Report
from Peru

Kouta, yes there are areas that have substantially less
impact, but in most cases it is quite time consuming
and expensive to get there. The best areas for finding
the best primary forest are in the foot hills where
there are no roads and the rivers are to rough to
navigate. Problem is how do you get there unless
you are extremely wealthy. My best bet has been
going as far as I can get with my friend Weninger,
who lives up the Rio Blanco quite far and grew up

by Bart Bouricius » Mon Dec 03, 2012 8:04 pm
List of Ceiba trees from the Tahuayo River flood
plain, heights, and circumferences. All heights are
probably greater as these are straight up rangefinder
measurements.

Height (feet)

Circumference

#7 Ceiba samuama (Wimba)
#8 Ceiba s.
#5 Ceiba s.
#26 Ceiba s.
#27 Ceiba s.
#43 Ceiba s.
#44 Ceiba s.
#45 Ceiba s.
#46 Ceiba s.
#48 Ceiba s.

141'
138'
135'
144'
154.5'
165'
127.5'
156'
138'
144'

16' 6"
15' 11'
14' 4"
15' 1"
13'
22' 3"
12' 8"
14'
14' 6"
13' 7"

# 3 Ceiba pentandra
#9 Ceiba p.
#4 Ceiba p.
#6 Ceiba p.

141.5'
120'
129'
123'

20' 11"
10' 9"
16'
11' 5"
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Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

by KoutaR » Wed Dec 05, 2012 10:29 am

by KoutaR » Tue Dec 04, 2012 5:55 pm

Bart, You probably mean this slide show:
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/news/events/amazon/bush.pd
f
If Bush & Correa were right there should be vast
areas with very low pre-Columbian human impact
(e.g. the map, p. 3, and the summary, p. 11).

Bart, Thank you for the thorough answer. I am aware
of the non-existence of truly virgin forest. I meant
approximately "not logged by people whose origins
are in Europe" like the American old-growth defition
(or one of them).
You wrote about a relatively untouched area further
away from the River. Are areas like that possible to
enter by anyone? Are there still much large such
areas in Amazon Basin? (You can also answer in
your next post if the topic is in a better context there.)

You are fortunate as you have native friends! I guess
the only primary forests with easier accessibility are
in parks, which are allowed to enter only in guided
tourist groups as the parks also function as reserves
for native people (e.g. Manu). Right?

Kouta Rasanen

Kouta Rasanen

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

Re: Amazon Giants Fig Trees Peru
report

by Bart Bouricius » Tue Dec 04, 2012 9:06 pm

by Bart Bouricius » Wed Dec 05, 2012 3:42 pm

Kouta, yes there are areas that have substantially less
impact, but in most cases it is quite time consuming
and expensive to get there. The best areas for finding
the best primary forest are in the foot hills where
there are no roads and the rivers are to rough to
navigate. Problem is how do you get there unless
you are extremely wealthy. My best bet has been
going as far as I can get with my friend Weninger,
who lives up the Rio Blanco quite far and grew up
spending lots of time in the forests there. He and his
brother Rafael know 90% of the large trees in that
area, and when we go up river and inland, there are
patches where no old stumps exist. To me this is
heaven, however I would give anything to get to even
more remote areas where there is even more terrain.
You can find such places using google earth, but you
would have to mount quite an expedition to get there.
Check out googling Mark Bush Alex Correa Pre
Columbian for an interesting article on early human
impact in the Amazon. - Bart Bouricious

Kouta, Actually Manu is sort of expensive to get to
but reasonably well protected. There may well be
places in the park that are not too hard to get to once
you are in the park, and if you are doing research you
can get to good places. Madidi in Bolivia may also
be good in this respect, and the Tambopata Reserve
has some good areas. These are far from where I
normally work though and would require extra
expense and complicated arrangements. I will take
advantage of anything that comes along that furthers
my goal of measuring and documenting exceptional
trees in the Amazon.
Bart Bouricius
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Hawaii adventures

Re: Hawaii adventures

by dbhguru » Wed Dec 05, 2012 2:56 pm

by dbhguru » Thu Dec 06, 2012 11:07 pm

Hello everybody,

Hi Folks, I'm using a 3G network to post this, so no
images will be included. Today, I spent a fatiguing
day crawling through jungle to get to old growth ohia
trees. The tangle of vegetation is daunting. However,
I did manage to measure one big tree that measures
24.8 feet in girth. Getting an accurate height was
impossible, but the tree is about 83 feet tall. Two
other ohias measured over 16 feet around: 16.3 and
16.7 feet. Most of the other large ones were between
10 and 12 feet around. The top of the canopy varies
from about 70 to 100 feet, with an occasional ohia to
between 105 and 110 feet. But getting every
measurement is torture.

Well, Hawaii is turning out to be as inspiring as I
had imagined and also very humbling. The variety of
species is overwhelming and the forms are
challenging. If ever there was reason to search for
better ways to capture tree forms quantitatively,
Hawaii is one place to do it. I am specializing on
native species because I have that as a mission, but
the exotics can hardly be ignored. There is something
for everyone: species from around the world. Big
trees and tall trees are everywhere to be seen, but
often are not that accessible.
Today, Monica and I head to the western side of the
island where I'll meet Patricia Missler who is trying
to save an old growth ohia forest. I've seen images of
some of the trees she wants documented, and they are
not small. I'll do my best to keep information
flowing, but Internet access and reliability is a
problem. Regardless, I'll be concentrating on ohia,
kona, and sandalwood. I'm also determined to break
200 feet on eucalyptus. I'm up to 190 now.

Tree ferns and other tropical plants lace the forest.
The forest floor is lava, very hard and uneven, but
covered with ferns and mosses, making it very
difficult to know what will be beneath you foot on
your next step. Then the clouds roll in and the forest
becomes both magical and a little frightening.
From my initial calculations, there are about 12 to
14 big ohias per acre. There are many tree ferns. I'll
have plenty of images in time. One lesson that is
coming through to me is that if NTS is going to be a
significant player on the world stage, we're going to
have to deal with these wild tropical tree forms. The
simple, compromise champion tree formula just isn't
hacking it. I don't have the answer, but I'm through
trying to force a design that doesn't do justice to
complex tree forms. The banyons in Hilo drove that
point home.

Robert T. Leverett

Tomorrow I return to that rain forest and try to
determine the distribution of ohias better. It will be
another day of crawling over, under, and around.
I'm still on the lookout for that 200-foot
eucalyptus. At this point I've worked up to 190 feet
and have measured the species on 4 sites. So many
trees, so little time.
Robert T. Leverett
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The great 31ft CBH Eastern
Cottonwood of Halifax PA
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Dec 04, 2012 2:50 pm
I made a visit to this tree a couple months ago, PA
Big Trees.com lists this as the second largest tree in
the state. The owner is very friendly and very proud
of his tree, the week before my visit there was a
thunder storm and the tree was struck by lightning 4
times in one night! The owner said it was literaly
"glowing" afterwards. Only a small amount of bark
fell from the tree however. The size of this trunk is
amazing, very few trees on the east coast can boast a
CBH of over 30ft and this is one. Its height is listed at
106ft, spread 108ft and Cir 367in for a total of 501
points. I measured the trunk however at 31ft 10in.
Below are a few shots. It is considered a multitrunk
tree but the second trunk is rather small.
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Re: Crna Poda – a new height record
for European black pine
by Jeroen Philippona » Fri Dec 07, 2012 4:36 pm
Here are some more photos of black pines in Crna
Poda.

John Harvey

Michael near black pine of 4.04 m (13.25 ft) cbh and
43+ m (141+ ft) tall
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Typical forest in Crna Poda with old pines and young
beeches

The largest trunk was a double with cbh of 5.61 m
(18.4 ft).
Jeroen Philippona

The biggest single black pine trunk we measured:
4.14 m (13.58 ft); this tree was already dead.
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photograph so we pull over in a layby where a young
woman and an old man are standing beside their
rucksacks, waiting for a bus. As we approach them it
is clear that the old man is actually seriously fit and
lean – all skin and muscle. The girl, Ivana, tells us
that he is Tomica Debilašić, probably the most
renowned mountain guide in Serbia. They have just
come down after climbing to the summit of Maglić to
mark the anniversary of Vidovdan. Ivana is new to
mountaineering but what better way to start than with
a challenging peak like Maglić with one of the best
guides there is.

Balkan Tree Expedition Travelogue
Part 7 - the final installment.
by Michael J Spraggon » Sat Dec 08, 2012 11:11
am
Dear NTS boarders,
Here is the final part of our journey through the
former Yugoslavia. It is the longest installment,
covering 4 days and 3 countries, taking in the
stunning Plitvice Lakes National Park along the way.
It's been a real pleasure writing about our trip each
week and having to get each part done by Saturday
has finally given me the kick in the pants needed to
get it done! I hope I have provided a good backdrop
to the technical reports so expertly written by Jeroen
and Kouta. At the very least I have made contact with
you guys at NTS - something Patty Jenkins at TCI
has been on at me to do for a long time!
Anyway here it is - Part 7:
Michael Spraggon

Balkans 2012 Travelogue Part 7.docx (3.52 MiB)

Balkans Tree Expedition, Part 7
A chance meeting with mountaineer Tomica
Debilašić (right) and Ivana (left).

Day 13 Tjentište to Plitvice Lakes National Park.
After our final breakfast at Hotel Mladost, we settle
up with cash as the card readers don’t work. I just
have enough but am now completely out of Euros
and Bosnian Marka and the next cash machine on our
cross country route will be in Croatia. As we say
goodbye to the staff I say to my fellow tennis fan that
I expect Djokovic to win in the final. He graciously
(or is it sarcasm?) says the ‘small Serb’ will be
beaten by ‘Mighty Murray’.

After a while the landscape opens out and the road
climbs and winds its way up until we reach an
enormous new viaduct, which we start driving along
until the driver of an aggregate lorry coming the
opposite way tells us that the viaduct is not yet
finished and we should have driven down the road to
the left, thereby avoiding an unpleasant surprise
further on.
The next part of the journey is uneventful as we head
south again over the mountains and cross back into
Croatia. As we descend from a mountain pass, a town
called Gacko comes into view, situated on the edge

The road out of Tjentište passes through a gorge with
the high mountains of the Dinaric Alps on the left lit
up by the morning sun. I want to stop to take a
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of a vast flood plain. The focal point of the town is a
cement works with a red and white chequered
cooling tower. Far away on the opposite side of the
flood plain the hills are being quarried for limestone.
As we drive through the town, the road there are
several memorials to men who have died in the War
of Independence – more than in other similar sized
towns we have driven through.

Sibenik, before turning northwards near the Velebit
mountains.
It is evening by the time we arrive at Plitvice Lakes
National Park. We (and especially Kouta who has
done all of the driving on this trip) are tired and
beginning to argue about where to stay tonight.
Having passed by several pansions advertising
‘Zimmer frei’ for the predominantly Germanspeaking tourists here, we end up at the entrance to
the park itself. Jeroen asks about the cost of rooms at
the hotel. It is much more than we are willing to pay
so we drive back along the road and find a small
pansion with a little girl of about 2 years old playing
in the garden. Her mother comes out to greet us and
show us around. Her name is Milica.

The road climbs over the mountains and eventually
drops down to the Adriatic Coast. The next part of
our journey is the reverse of our drive along the coast
road 8 days ago. There’s Dubrovnik and another
luxury cruise liner coming in to dock. We pass the
pretty harbour with the seafood restaurant where we
paddled in the water beside our table. I want to go
swimming but there’s no time of course. We do
however take a few minutes to stop at Trsteno again
and take another look at the incredible Oriental Plane
trees. I have the photo sets from last week’s climb
safely in my pack.

Kouta and I have the room in the back and we talk to
Milica as she makes up the beds. She worked in Italy
for most of the 18 years since the war, then in
Germany in a high powered marketing executive job.
However since meeting her Serbian husband and
having their daughter, they decided to take over the
running of the guesthouse from her mother-in-law
last year. She describes the house back then as ‘oldstyle’ and says that they spent the first year
renovating it.

Another thing that is the same as last week is the heat
on the coast: approaching 100F (38°) – if anything
slightly hotter than last week. Soon we cross the
border into Bosnia again and continue past the town
of Neum, which stretches along the 15 miles of the
country’s only Adriatic coastline. This combined
with lower prices than Croatia has made Neum an
exceptionally popular tourist destination with the
hillsides densely packed with hotels and guesthouses.
In fact there are over 5000 tourist beds – more than
the population of Neum itself.

Like so many of the people we have met on our trip
Milica has personal stories about the war. Her sister
worked in a military hospital in Belgrade and was
lucky to escape when it was bombed by NATO. She
says that the fighting here was also very bad and until
6 or 7 years ago there still was no tourism and hence
no jobs or money but things are slowly picking up
now. Milica tells me there is a ski centre here and
despite my disbelief that it could ever get cold
enough to snow, she says it is very beautiful in winter
but there are still very few tourists coming here for
winter sports.

Minutes later we are back in Croatia and driving
further along the coast road than last week. The road
is actually the E65, which at 4400km is one of the
longest roads in Europe, starting in Greece. If we
were to stay on this road until its end we would cross
the Baltic (on a ferry, which stretches the definition
of a road somewhat) and continue in Sweden to the
town of Malmö. Stopping for lunch we get out of our
air conditioned car and, shocked by the heat, open the
sliding door of the air conditioned conservatory of
Restaurant Merlot. The proprietor tells us to close the
door again – quickly!

Jeroen and I are hungry so we decide to walk 2 miles
back down the road to the National Park entrance.
The light is fading and the footpath runs out. It’s
going to be difficult to avoid the cars and lorries on
the way back but hunger wins out. The cafeteria is
still open and we take our trays and are served by a
large jolly woman with a ladle. It’s a bit cooler
outside. As we eat we have a high-brow conversation

The E65 goes further inland and becomes also known
as the A1, bypassing the large ports of Split and
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about postmodernist music while at the other end of
the terrace a very drunk man is singing traditional
folk music, ‘almost’ in tune but definitely from the
heart.
Our walk back is as treacherous as expected. We use
our phones as lights but in places we can’t walk
behind the crash barrier as the ground drops away
steeply into deep pits which were obviously
excavated to build the road. In the trees there are
hundreds of fireflies, their green abdomens pulsating
in unison like a silent disco.
Day 14 Plitvice Lakes to Ljubljana.
The next morning Milica lays on a big breakfast on
the balcony and sends us on our way with packed
lunches she has made for us, free of charge. Today
will be another long day: by this evening we will be
in Ljubljana, Slovenia, where we first rendezvoused
at the start of this trip, but this morning we will visit
the world famous Plitvice Lakes.

One of the waterfalls of the Upper Lakes.
Our original plans to explore the Čorkova Uvala
reserve in the northwestern end of the park where
there are reported to be exceptionally old spruce and
fir of up to 550 years, are derailed before we even
begin. We didn’t receive any response from the park
to our requests before the trip and despite the best
efforts of the man at the ticket office we are not able
to obtain a guide at such short notice. We consider
going there surreptitiously without a guide but there
is a slight risk of landmines in the reserve and a sense
of self-preservation prevails.

Plitvice Lakes National Park is the oldest and largest
national park in Croatia, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site with over 1,200,000 visitors each year. Like a set
from a fantasy film, it is an almost unbelievably
beautiful cascade of 16 turquoise lakes and
waterfalls, descending 133m (436ft) over a distance
of 8km (5 miles). It is the result of the action of water
on soluble rock and is fed by many small rivers and
karst systems: subterranean water courses formed by
layers of limestone being dissolved over millions of
years.

By the edge of a stream I see a snake in the water,
similar to a four-lined snake but much smaller. It
doesn’t seem to mind me holding my camera right up
to it and taking a picture. On a wooded bank by the
path there is a collection of small wooden signs on
stakes, each with a picture in a red circle with a line
through it telling visitors what they aren’t allowed to
do: NO swimming, NO campfires, NO fishing, NO
dogs off leads, NO plucking of leaves, and what
looks like: NO dancing. We take a road train up a
winding road to the top lake, Prošćansko Jezero, the
second largest lake in the cascade, where we
disembark and begin our walk down.
Jeroen is trying to work out how many nationalities
there are here today based on how many languages he
has heard. Certainly people from much of Europe,
America, India and the Far East are here today. A
large proportion of the visitors making their way
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down with us are young couples in their teens and
twenties and I can hardly imagine a more romantic
place. This feeling is not inspired between the three
of us and we drift apart: I begin to pull ahead and
then stop in a wooded area to record the lively
fluttering song of a black-chat, a bird we have heard
in many forests in the Balkans.

Our remaining journey through Croatia is similar to
before: small rustic villages, some with houses
peppered with bullet holes and occasional standing
shells of buildings, juxtaposed with modern
apartments and glass walled commercial buildings in
the centres of large towns. Over the last land border
of the trip, into Slovenia and the landscape and
architecture soon becomes more modern and
Germanic in style.

I wait for the others but they seem to have gone
around the other side of one of the lakes and
overtaken me. We meet up just before the 25m (82ft)
Galovac waterfall. Below this is a boardwalk winding
its way between a series of small shallow pools, some
with waterfalls. This is the most idyllic part of the
cascade and is exactly like one would imagine
paradise to be. The water is crystal clear and shoals
of small fish sit still, watching the conveyor belt of
humans pass by. I feel like throwing my clothes off
and slipping into the balmy waters right now, but of
course we’re not allowed.

War damaged buildings, Croatia.
It is evening when we finally reach the Slovenian
capital Ljubljana. We have accommodation already
booked: a guesthouse in a suburb about two miles
north of the centre. We haven’t called to announce
our arrival but the owner, a short man of about 70,
must have been watching for us and comes out to
greet us and show us our rooms.

A scene from many fantasy films – but where’s the
bathing beauty?

Showered and revitalised, Jeroen and I are standing
on the balcony above the narrow, tree-lined street
watching the passers-by. Realising we are both barechested I imagine them looking at us in a state of half
undress on the street and thinking “bloody tourists.”
At that moment Kouta appears in his underpants.

Back at the lower lakes we take a boat trip to a large
picnic area and I mean large. It’s an open area with
gift shops and toilet one side and wooden cabins
serving grilled and barbequed food on the other.
Almost all of the benches in the shade are taken.
There are some very loud girls near us, whom Jeroen
refers to as the 3 Sisters. I reply that someone will
have to measure their heights and girths, but it won’t
be me.

Fully dressed, we decide to go for a walk and soon
come across Café Miriam on the corner of the next
block. It is empty: they have already stopped serving
drinks but decide to make an exception for us. The
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owner, Marian is in his 50’s and looks quite a lot like
Tommy Lee Jones as well as having the same laid
back manner. He and the waitress, Liliana, decide to
join us for a drink. Liliana seems to have started the
after work celebrations long beforehand: she is loud,
flirtatious and finding innuendo in everything.
Marian responds with the brow-beaten smile of a
man who has learned to take the rough with the
smooth – Lilian is exhausting but there’s no denying
that she knows how to charm the customers. She has
teenage children at home but seems to be in no hurry
to go there.
Day 15: Ljubljana Historic Centre.
Today I say farewell to my two companions Jeroen
and Kouta. We’ve only known each other for two
weeks but we’ve already packed in a year’s worth of
experiences. I pack my valuables into my daypack
and J & K give me a lift into the centre of the city on
the last leg of our 2500km journey together. By the
time they get back to Kouta’s home they will have
driven 4100km and Jeroen will still have to travel by
train to his home in the Netherlands. I am not flying
back until tomorrow so I will be spending today in
Ljubljana. J & K drop me off near a tourist
information office and we say goodbye. From now on
I’m on my own without Jeroen, the seasoned traveller
and diplomat, or Kouta with his knowledge of the
Serbian languages.

The Triple Bridge.
I can see the original entrance to the castle: it is a 5sided tower, which was designed to slow down
attackers by making presenting them with a wall as
soon as they get through the entrance. I breach the
wall via the slightly more welcoming tourist
entrance: a gently sloping all-access ramp through a
wide arch into a courtyard and decide to join a group
tour of the castle. Gordana our guide and I wait for
the other tourists to arrive but it soon becomes
apparent that I am the only one on this, her last tour
of the morning. There is not much I can tell you
about the contents of this tour and the walking/boat
tour after lunch that you cannot read in travel guides
or on Wikipedia so I will skip these details and
instead write about my own personal experiences in
this short visit.

I’m not worried: this is a small, tourist friendly city,
and easy to get around. In no time I’ve booked
myself onto a city tour and boat trip after lunch and
am walking down a side street towards the river on
my way to the Castle. I cross the Ljubljanica River on
one of three bridges, collectively known as the Triple
Bridge. The two side bridges were added in 1932, 90
years after the original stone road bridge was
constructed. The waterway is narrow and the high
banks are lined with concrete balustrades behind
which are the terraces of cafes. It reminds me of
Amsterdam. On the opposite bank there is a large
cobbled pedestrian area leading to a flower market on
one side and the City Hall on the other. Beyond is
Ljubljana Castle on top of Castle Hill, now accessible
via a funicular railway. I decide to climb the hill
instead.
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an otherwise pristine scene, and not wishing to upset
the aesthetically perfect arrangement of the cakes I
settle for a beer.

The Historic Centre of Ljubljana from the Castle
Tower - another aerial shot by a frustrated climber.
After the tour I just have time for a hurried lunch on
the upper terrace, which is strangely modern
considering it is inside a medieval castle: an area of
new stone paving and cafes with glass fronted
conservatories. I arrive on the steps of the City Hall,
the rendezvous of the next tour with a few minutes to
spare. Our guide is a small lady with glasses who
ends every sentence with a questioning intonation.
She jokingly tells off the teenage daughters of an
American couple for not paying attention. The
historic centre has cobbled streets and grand marble
fountains. Many of the buildings are very ornately
decorated in the Venetian style. But elements of the
Austro-Hungarian influence can also be seen.

Café Lolita: absolutely lovely!
I have given myself two choices of entertainment
tonight: Debussy at the Slovenian Philharmonic Hall
or a free chanson concert at the Mansion in Tivoli
Park. The price and the prospect of hearing
something new lead me to choose the latter and I
make my way towards the park looking for
somewhere to eat and drink on the way. Before long I
am distracted by some really interesting avant-garde
jazz coming from a fenced off area hidden by trees. I
go through a gate and find myself in the Jazz Café,
not to be confused with the more famous Jazz Club
Gajo. It’s an informal place with drinks served from a
wooden hut and music being pumped out from
speakers positioned around the tables. The clientele
are trendy bohemian types and I fit right in but
certainly don’t look the part, wearing the same
clothes I wore to climb the Trsteno Plane. The girl
serving at the bar wasn’t a musician when she started
working here but in her words ‘the music has gotten
under her skin’ and she is now learning the guitar and
bass and her colleague is learning the double bass.

After the boat trip I go into a nearby café on the
riverside. Café Lolita has to be the least masculine
establishment I have ever been in. Every detail is
colour-coded in varying shades of lilac and white.
Along the wall are perfectly positioned, highly
decorative cushions, lamps in the shape of bunches of
giant black cherries hang from the ceiling, which
itself is a giant print of a 19th century female model
with roses in her hair and a lacework surround. Even
the cakes are colour-coded, intricately decorated and
arranged in perfect symmetry, as are the
confectionary jars and gift boxes on the white shelves
on the back wall. The entire room is a finely balanced
work of art – more a boutique than a cake shop. The
only male member of staff is confined to the ice
cream cart outside. Feeling like an untidy blemish in

The sun is setting as I walk up the Jakopič
Promenade to the Mansion House. The concert won’t
begin for a while so I have a look around the art
gallery on the first floor. There are many styles of
contemporary 2D art from fantastical surrealism
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reminding me of Hieronymous Bosch to giant prints
of satirical drug labels by Damien Hirst.

carrying bulging day pack in one hand, the two miles
to the bus station. It’s a real challenge and I have to
stop to change hands more and more frequently as I
near the city. It’s not clear where the airport bus is
actually parked and I only just catch it after being
told by a helpful lady that I’m walking the wrong
way.
On the bus I take a last look at this part of the
Balkans. The land here is flat and arable: field after
field of maize and corn. It’s been a tremendously
varied journey: part expedition, part road trip. We’ve
been in many climates: sweltering hot, dry Adriatic
coasts; lush, humid virgin forests and high alpine
pastures. We’ve crossed at least 13 borders, appeared
on television, I now part-own the tallest Christmas
tree on Earth and, thanks to Jeroen’s slight
resemblance to Sting, I’ve reminded myself of how
much I liked The Police. This trip has shown me just
how large and varied the former Yugoslavia is. I had
never been to Yugoslavia before but had heard about
it from my German grandparents, who grew up and
raised a family there - until the Second World War
happened.

The concert is in a small space on the corner of the
first floor. About 30 of us sit on chairs arranged
diagonally across the room. The singer walks in, a
tall thin man with a squint, dressed in jeans and a tshirt. He saunters about the performance space and
sings unaccompanied for nearly an hour, all in
Slovenian but in styles ranging from Slovenian folk,
Mongolian throat singing (which is so low it can be
felt more than heard), scat singing, and even pop
music.
Afterwards I get talking to a young Finnish couple
who were sitting beside me and we have a drink on
the terrace of the Mansion House. They arrived in
Slovenia today and are still getting used to the heat.
Christian is an engineer, working on plant equipment
for huge diesel engines, ships and buildings; Helga is
a biochemist, growing cells on chemical substrates.
Somehow they came to be working in the same
laboratory in University and fell in love over a
Bunsen burner. (I made that last bit up.) They’re
going from here to the Julian Alps in the north of the
country. Helga introduces me to the modern concept
of couch surfing, where you get to know people in
foreign countries over the internet and build up a
network of acquaintances all over the world so that
you will have a friend or even a place to stay if you
are ever in their city. I’m not convinced and point out
that we’re getting on like friends now without ever
having met before.

I have a couple of hours before check-in so I order a
meal and a drink from the café outside the terminal
building. Except for the slight doubt over my unusual
hand luggage contents getting past security again,
everything is completed. Sitting at my table with my
plate empty and my drink finished there is nothing
more to do. For the first time in 16 days I let go and
drift into a deep blissful sleep.
THE END

It’s after 11.00 now and I walk back to the
guesthouse through the park. Even at this time of
night there are cyclists, joggers and walkers
everywhere and I feel quite safe on my own and
satisfied that I have made the most of my one day in
Ljubljana.
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Michael,

The Sgerm-Kristan family and officials from Ribnica
na Pohorju, Slovenia, for allowing me to make the
first ascent of their famous tree, and for a hero’s
welcome of which we were unworthy!

I am saddened that this is the last installment and do
hope your excellent writing will appear in more
richly detailed posts. I thoughly enjoy your narrative,
and when coupled with photos, I feel as close to
being there as I can.

Krunoslav Szabo, and Katica Nuspahić from the
Forestry Office of the Nova Gradiška district for
showing us the Prašnik Oak Reserve and making sure
we didn’t get blown up!

Thanks for all your hard work and dedication to
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Nikolina Đangradović and Ivo Stanović of the
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largest living thing in Europe, and especially to Ivo
for his historical stories from the long lives of these
giants.

I do hope you can make it to the TCI/NTS meeting
next fall. Oh the stories that will come out of that
one!

Pepsi Man and Petrol Man, whose names we never
learned, for getting us out of a tricky situation.

Will Blozan

Mr No Problem and Lydia for feeding us at midnight
and doing our washing.

Forests of the Plitvice Lakes National
Park in Croatia

Zoran Čančar, Director of the Sutjeska National Park
for taking the time to meet with us and helping us
focus our search in the extensive Perućica Forest
Reserve.

by Jeroen Philippona » Sat Dec 08, 2012 3:15 pm
Forests of the Plitvice Lakes National Park in Croatia

Vladimir ‘Vlado’ Lalović, our guide in Perućica, who
went far beyond his normal working day to help us
over as much forest as possible.

The last days of our trip to the Balkans we visited the
Plitvice National Park in central Croatia. It is the
largest and most visited of the National Parks of
Croatia and famous for its chain of turquoise
coloured lakes arranged in cascades connected by
numerous waterfalls.

The staff of Hotel Mladost, for looking after us, their
only visitors from Western Europe, for 3 days.
…and everyone else we met along the way for
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The upper lake, second largest of the Plitvice lakes

Surrounding the lakes are low mountains covered by
dense forests. The mountains consist of karstic rock,
mainly dolomite and limestone with the associated
lakes, underground rivers and many caves. Altitude
varies from 367 m at the lower end of the lakes to
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1280 m in the western part of the park. Just to the
east of the park are mountains up to 1640 m. The
lakes are mostly between 500 and 636 m a.s.l.

abies) and European white fir (Abies alba) with
heights of up to at least 50, possibly 55 m for spruce
and even 58 m for fir and diameters to 1.6 m (Mayer
& Neumann 1981; height measurements will have
been done with tangent method). In these
publications it is written that the firs and spruces can
attain ages of 300 to 550 years, while beech normally
lives around 200 years with maxima of over 300
years.
Whilst we had had no contact with the park
authorities in advance and because it was not 100 %
certain that there were no land mines in or near the
reserve, we did not visit it.
So visiting the lakes and waterfals we saw something
of the forests around the lakes, which, although not
being real old growth, still show a quite natural
character. Being at lower altitude these forests consist
of some Norway spruce but mostly of hardwood
species like European beech (Fagus sylvatica),
sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus), Italian maple
(Acer opalus),

The forests surrounding the lakes are heavy
dominated by European beech, but mixed with some
spruce and fir. Near the lakes sycamore maple, Italian
maple, hop hornbeam, willows and black alder can be
seen.
The national park has an area of 29,842 hectares, out
of which three quarters (22,308 hectares) are forests.

Of these forests the most special is Čorkova Uvala, a
strict reserve of 80 hectares in a rather remote
northwestern part of the park. Alas visits to this are
not allowed without a special permission and a guide.
It consists of a real old growth beech-fir-spruce forest
at an altitude of between 850 and 1000 m on
limestone mountains, characterised by annual
precipitations of over 1750 mm.
Several publications we knew of mention that in this
reserve grow large and tall Norway spruce (Picea

Leaves of Italian maple, Acer opalus
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field maple (Acer campestre), European hophornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia),

World's Big Trees Are Dying:
Alarming Increase in Death Rate
by Joe » Fri Dec 07, 2012 9:33 am
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12120
6162519.htm
ScienceDaily (Dec. 6, 2012) — The largest living
organisms on the planet, the big, old trees that
harbour and sustain countless birds and other
wildlife, are dying.
Submitted by Joe Zorzin

Re: World's Big Trees Are Dying:
Alarming Increase in Death

A large multitrunk Hop Hornbeam, Ostrya
carpinifolia

by Shorea » Fri Dec 07, 2012 8:37 pm

common whitebeam (Sorbus aria) and black alder
(Alnus glutinosa). Of hop-hornbeam and Italian
maple we saw relatively large specimens,
respectively to 21 and 27 m tall and with girths of up
to 3 m.

This is something that can easily be observed in
virgin tropical rainforest areas where no logging
takes place, but there are plenty of trees. It appears
that regeneration in tropical rainforest in Malaysia at
least, is also slowing down for the past 50 decades.

Literature.
H.Mayer and M. Neumann (1981). Struktureller und
entwicklungsdynamischer Vergleich der FichtenTannen-Buchen Urwälder Rothwald/
Niederösterreich und Čorkova Uvala/ Kroatien.

It has alarmed me for the past 15 years....and to be
honest, I think the conclusion is already foregone....
What is clear is that "something" is making those big
old trees die faster. Just take any photo of a patch of
virgin rainforest 20 years ago and compare it with a
photo of the same patch today. If you are observant
enough, you will likely notice some form of
"degradation" in terms of the quality of the canopy
cover, which, in the old photo, will show more big
trees with big crowns....

Jeroen Philippona

Also, if you have been visiting the same patch of
forest from the ground for years, you will notice the
same thing, that the mortality rate of the bigger trees
seems to be rather high. And trees are not supposed
to be dying off that fast, logically speaking.
Darrin Wu
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eastern side of the island, we stopped at a spot where
eucalyptus had been planted. One tree measured 30
feet in girth, but was only 114 feet tall. The tallest
tree I could find was 132 feet. But what can we
expect when the trees are growing in a lava field?

Old growth ohia forests on the Big
Island
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 2:01 am
Hi Folks,

Tomorrow it is back to Lava Tree State Park and
continued measurement od acacia trees there. Then
on Monday, Monica, our friend Marjorie, and I will
fly to Kauai.

Yesterday was spent exploring an old growth ohia
forest that Richard and Patricia Missler are trying to
save. The tangle of vegetation growing out of AA
lava presented challenges for me that I had not
previously faced. But our persistence paid off. We
found a cache of very tall ohias and I got one to 115.9
feet tall and 10.0 feet in girth. So we have a girth
maximum of 24.9 feet and a height maximum of
115.9 feet. To this point, I've confirmed 12 ohias over
100 feet tall in the research area and 4 ohias over 15
feet in girth. These numbers push the maximums for
the species in the present day landscape. The forest is
unquestionably significant.

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Old growth ohia forests on the
Big Island, HI
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 2:15 pm

From my initial l visit, I thought the density of
canopy trees was about 15 to 20 per acre, but today I
found an area of somewhat younger ohias with up to
48 canopy trees per acres. From my present
calculations, I believe that the carbon held in
sequestration ranges from about 60,000 to 80,0000
lbs for the trees that make up the canopy. Since the
species grows very slow and is relatively decay
resistant, the carbon is held for a long time. I don't
think this point is sufficiently appreciated in terms of
the contribution made by the species.This is only the
first cut at determining the carbon load.

NTS,
Here are some images from the old growth ohia
forest that I spent time in on Dec 6th and 7th. My
Internet connection is iffy, so I'm lucky to be able to
post this.

Today, I was taken to an old growth area on a
private ranch. It was awesome. I measured many
ohias between 90 and 110 feet in height and
specimens with girths up to 14 feet, although the
majority of stems are between 6 and 8.5 feet. The
ranch covers 40,000 acres and between 5,000 and
10,000 are original growth. the location was on the
side of Mauna Loa. It looks like I may be given
permission to establish study plots in the forest and
collect as much data as I want. That would occur next
year. But the possibility is extremely exciting. I
would have one or two assistants.
After the visit to the ranch, on our return trip to the
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LiSt
135.3
PiEc
131.6
QuFa
127.5 (tallest known in GA?)
UlAl
126.6 (tallest known in US?)
CaCo
121.7
---------------------------------Rucker 10 index: 136.0
Here are some links to my Fernbank Forest
explorations:
http://www.dogsfirebeerjournal.blogspot.com/2009/1
1/exploring-in-fernbank-forest.html
http://www.dogsfirebeerjournal.blogspot.com/2009/1
2/december-in-fernbank-forest.html
I'll save the details until I return to Massachusetts on
the 19th.

Cheers,
Eli Dickerson

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Fernbank Forest - Rucker 10
Index reaches 136'
Fernbank Forest, GA - Rucker 10
Index reaches 136'

by eliahd24 » Tue Dec 11, 2012 9:59 am
James Robert Smith wrote: It's not open to the public
anymore??!!...

by eliahd24 » Mon Dec 10, 2012 2:17 pm

James- after a 48 year lease to DeKalb County
Schools (Fernbank Science Center), Fernbank Inc.
(the Natural History Museum's parent 501(c)3) has
taken back control and management of the forest.
They are working on a forest inventory, survey, and
campus master planning. I sure hope it can be
reopened to the public soon, but in my estimation it
will probably never be free. I believe it will be
included with museum admission.

Fernbank Forest is a rich 65 acre Piedmont forest on
the eastern edge of Atlanta, GA. It is comprised of
partial old growth, with numerous trees known to
date back into the 1700's. Currently the forest is not
open to the public, with one exception being docent
lead forest walks every few months. I spend over 5
years as a lead naturalist with Fernbank and had the
opportunity to do a great deal of exploring. I recently
had the chance to re-visit and gain access to the forest
and update the Rucker 10 Index (average height of
top 10 individual tallest species). It's quite
impressive:

Eli Dickerson

Fernbank Forest, Atlanta, GA
Species
Height
LiTu
154.6
QuAl
143.2 (tallest known in GA?)
PiTa
142.2
CaGl
141.6
QuRu
135.7
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lumber. We need to move on beyond the timber
profession roots of comparing giant organisms with
highly variable shapes. But that said, how do we
proceed without incurring a level of measuring
complexity that eliminates those who would measure
trees by spreading their arms or hugging trunks. I
haven't any answers.

Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 4:04 pm
NTS, this trip to Hawaii has reinforced in my mind
the need for us to rethink the standard approach to
measuring trees for champion lists. Consider the
following form.

In terms of the banyans, the area shaded by the
crown and the perimeter distance around the root
structure along with height offers us with a way of
making comparisons. Or should we abandon attempts
to measure this form? If so, what about the large
buttressed tropical Ceiba trees that Bart Bouricius has
been treating us to? Even though they do have
recognizable trunks, the idea of a circumference
measurement at 4.5 feet is positively silly.
The more we look for variant forms, the more that
the current champion tree lists show their irrelevance
to tropical forms. If we acknowledge this, but argue
for our lists being applicable only to say the
temperate zones, we still have the challenge of
redwoods, sequoias, and other Pacific Coast giants
for which a girth at 4.5 feet above the base leads to
all kinds of technical challenges. Now back to the
Banyan.

Notice that the root extensions are more spread out
in this specimen. We are aware of the open space.
Challenges, challenges.

Banyans mock us and our timber-oriented rules for
determining champion trees. They challenge us to
think beyond conceptualizing a tree as a precursor to

Robert T. Leverett
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Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

by edfrank » Sun Dec 09, 2012 4:28 pm

by Bart Bouricius » Sun Dec 09, 2012 4:40 pm

Bob, in the multitrunk post I made a few years ago
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/multi/index_multi.h
tm I called these types of tree complexes Category 8.
At the time I offered no suggestions on
measurements as I had not seen any personally.
What do you think? As a starting point I would
suggest: 1) Height; 2) girth of largest trunk; 3)
Number of trunks greater than x; 4) Crown spread;
5) Perimeter length of area including all of the
trunks; and 6) Area included within multi-trunk
perimeter. The best bet would be to try to figure out
as many reasonably executable measurements as
possible and then see what works out.

Yes Bob, this subgenus Urostigma of Figs creates
many problems of classification, not just for
measurement purposes. Uristigma species include
the banyan form that you posted above, some being
called the upside down trees because of the numerous
stems which developed from aerial roots sent down
to the ground but with a single trunk. Urostigma also
includes the strangler figs which are also a structural
mess when trying to compare them to other trees (see
my Amazonian Giants Figs for images). As I said,
the banyan type form will often have a single huge
trunk once you get above the multiple stems and may
look reasonably much like a more traditional tree
form hence higher up it can be measured in the usual
way, however many trees in this form category will
also have several trunks in the crown (crowns?) as
well, which does cause problems. We again have to
ask a difficult question that can be asked of many
other trees as well, are these trees single organisms or
single trees. Like you Bob, I have no obvious
solutions. Buttresses are much easier to deal with
than these crazy but cool figs.

Category 8: Banyan Tree There are several
examples of this tree planted as an exotic in the
United States.
http://www.panoramas.dk/fullscreen7/f23 ... tree.html It is a member of the fig family.
http://www.haryana-online.com/Flora/barh.htm
"(Ficus bengalensis), a remarkable tree of India and
tropical Africa sends down from its branches great
numbers of shoots, which take root and become new
trunks. A single tree thus may spread over a large
area and look like a small forest. This tree, belonging
to the family Moraceae, is considered to be sacred in
some places in India. A specimen in the Calcutta
botanical garden is more than 100 years old. It has a
main trunk 13 feet (4 m) in diameter, 230 trunks as
large as oak trees, and more than 3,000 smaller ones.
The largest banyan tree known is on the island of Sri
Lanka. It has 350 large trunks and over 3,000 small
ones. The banyan often grows to a height of over 21
meters and lives through many ages. " I would
consider this to include any tree that produces
multiple trunks through the growth of aerial roots
that grow to form new trunks.

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by Joe » Sun Dec 09, 2012 4:46 pm
hmmmm..... I suppose it's all about what we're
REALLY trying to capture- is it volume? mass? age?
I think it's more about capturing some special
character found in older specimens of all species,
including we naked apes. Perhaps with these truly
strange trees, the engineer's perspective of numbers
just can't do it- it calls for the artist to capture the
special character. And not just the character of the
tree but it's surrounding in which it lives. How does it
make us feel when we experience it?

Edward Frank

the special character which we seek offers us spiritual
value.... now if only there was a way to measure
spiritual value..... :)
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well, in lieu of finding the right numerical
methodology, it's great that ENTS has some pretty
good photographers and videographers - and that
[Michael Gatonska] who records the sounds near
trees.

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by mdvaden » Sun Dec 09, 2012 7:25 pm
It would not get me to rethink champion tree
measuring too much more than, say, clonal aspen
groves. For the reason that both are not merely
multiple stems, but also multiple roots. There's a
bunch of extra roots sending water and nutrients to
the complex of wood and leaves.

Joe Zorzin

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

Still a pretty cool tree though. I'd be inclined to vote
for having a second category. One for the champion
with a single stem, and maybe another champion
category for an organism of a species where extra
trunks or adventitious root stems could be added.

by edfrank » Sun Dec 09, 2012 4:56 pm
Joe, I quite agree with you assessment that numbers
may not be adequate to convey the most important
characteristics of these unusual trees. Maybe artistry
is the way to go. But numbers can capture part of the
characteristics and assuage the needs of the number
obsessed. One of our missions is to get numbers, so I
say give it a shot, even if the results do not fully
capture the essence of what we are measuring.

M. D. Vaden

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

Edward Frank

by Larry Tucei » Sun Dec 09, 2012 11:22 pm
Bob, Wow a really wicked cool tree. I have only
seen photos of Banyans the root mass must be
enormous on the larger trees. I was wondering how
large are the crowns in this species? Must get wide
with all those supports. I found this link about a
large Banyan tree in Lahaina, Hawaii.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lahaina_Banyan_Court_
Park

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by Bart Bouricius » Sun Dec 09, 2012 5:25 pm
Height is no problem, well not impossible, and for
volume, cut the tree thingy off at the base or bases or
stems, roots, whatever, then pick it up with a
helicopter and place it in a tank large enough to hold
it. tie it to the bottom fill the tank with water, then
remove it. Measure how much the water went down
and you have your volume without all those fancy
shmancy mathematical models involved. I am still
puzzling over what we could call a circumference
though. We do have to define it in order to measure
it. Is this a start on your proposal Ed?
Bart Bouricius

Lahaina Banyan Tree
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one tree with another. We need to find and take
those measurements that are most descriptive and
form the best vocabulary for these physical one
aspect of the tree's nature. There are the ideas of
artistry as an aspect, and of presence as an aspect.
These are equally valid concepts and need to be
included in the discussions of the nature of these
trees. The measurements are a part of the whole, not
the entirety of what we should be considering. We
need to develop a vocabulary suitable for these trees
with unusual forms.

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by edfrank » Sun Dec 09, 2012 11:33 pm
Larry, cool link. In the text in the article I found it
describes the tree as follows: " by 2005 it had grown
to a height of 49.2 feet (15.0 m), had 16 trunks,[32]
and covered a circumference of 0.25 miles (0.40 km)
within 0.66 acres (0.27 ha) of the park." These are
some of the things I was thinking about for how to
document these trees. They used covered
circumference - which I guess is the length around
the edge of the canopy. But it does include number
of trunks, height, and area of the canopy.

Edward Frank

Edward Frank

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by dbhguru » Mon Dec 10, 2012 2:27 am

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

Ed, you are spot on. Yes, we need a new vocabulary
to use in describing the range of tree forms, and yes,
the math should be a part of the vocabulary, but
certainly not be the arbiter of truth. When I get to
Kauai, I intend to turn my attention to photography
and submit as many images of the range of forms as I
can manage. I will make no judgments or draw no
conclusions.

by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 11:40 pm
Ed, when I get to Kauai tomorrow and settle down,
I'll start looking for variant tree forms to photograph.
Maybe if we collect a lot of images, we'll get more
ideas. However, your categorization is making more
and more sense.

The view below looks up into a banyan.

Larry, you should have seen me negotiate that 30foot wave surfing only on the souls of my feet. Hmm,
wonder what's in this drink I'm having. Oooh, packs a
punch.
Robert Leverett

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 12:11 am
Bart, I don't think we should get caught up in the
dilemma and false bravado of trying to say the
measurements define the tree. The approach should
be more along the idea that the mathematics and the
measurements are being used as a vocabulary to
discuss a particular tree and to discuss and compare
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Here is a common form for the coastal mahogany.

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms
by dbhguru » Mon Dec 10, 2012 2:10 pm
Ed, et al, For many of the banyans, forget measuring
the largest trunk. Even if you could identify it, you
probably couldn't get to it.
The area within the perimeter of the vertical
trunks/roots, the area shaded by the crown, and the
height are logicals.
Trunk/root density should figure in to the
determination, but I don't have an idea on how to
make the measurement.

Robert T. Leverett

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

Re: Measuring Odd Tree Forms

by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 10:30 am

by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 4:03 pm

Mario, the problems faced by measuring these
banyan type trees and the clonal colonies are very
analogous. For these types I am thinking that a key
descriptor of the trees or colonies may be the area
they occupy. I also like the idea of figuring out how
many trunks or aerial roots they have where that
determination is practical, the height, and again if
practical the girth of the largest individual stem. If
you look at my listing referenced in a precious post, I
have a number of categories of unusual forms. I
think all are justifiable distinctions. It is not
reasonable to try to have a champion for each
category as many of the forms are so unusual or
unique to a particular tree or circumstance that in
these cases calling one a champion and another not
does not really make sense. I can see a champion list
for single trunk trees, multitrunk trees based upon
basically the same criteria with the addition of listing
the number of stems in the mass, and for things like
the clonal colonies and large figs maybe area is the
way to go. That is how some of the large clonal
colonies of box-huckleberry bushes are described
also.

Bob, the girth/size of the largest trunk should be
measured where it can, and where it can't, it can't.
Maybe a reticule could be used ins some cases with
some interpolation. I am not sure that perimeter
around the trunks/area occupied by the trunks/roots
versus perimeter of the crown/shaded crown area
would be much different in terms of providing a
unique descriptor. I could see in smaller specimens a
marked difference between the two, but as the mass
grew larger in size, while the overall shaded area
would always be larger, the area occupied by the
trunks would be a a larger and larger proportion of
the total. This area consideration is an important
descriptor for these types of trees and I am leaning
toward crown shade area as the more significant of
the two....
We need to get a handle on what changes in the
specimens as they grow from a smaller unit to a
larger mass. What changes in terms of defined
trunks, crown shape, etc. - how do the larger forms
evolve over time and is that something we can
breakdown into stages? What can we document,
what can we describe, what can we photograph, and

Edward Frank
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what can we measure that better help us describe this
growth process?

early as 1678 and in 1793, hence why the location
was selected as the landing point for the first hot air
balloon flight in America in the same year by JeanPierre Blanchard. He carried with him a letter from
George Washington to the property owner of
whatever property he landed. It was also the first
airmail delivery in the US. Anyhow, because of the
oak alone, I believe the area surrounding it was left
"mostly" undisturbed. The area is also on the edge of
a "cliff" that borders a tidal marsh so its a thin strand
that runs along the property, the rest of the property
obviously having been cleared in the 16 or 1700's. In
the last fifty years many buildings have been erected
here including an RCA headquarters and now the
Walmart. Everytime construction takes place there is
always local public concern and pressure to maintain
the safety of the tree.

What variations are there between large specimens of
a particular species or group of closely related
species, and what is the cause of these variations?
What differences are there between open grown
specimens and those grown in a forested setting with
other tall trees? How can we capture those
differences?
Edward Frank

Re: No recognition for this old
growth forest (patch) in NJ
by greenent22 » Sun Dec 09, 2012 7:24 pm

Re: No recognition for this old
growth forest (patch) in NJ

Many of those look open grown and not like natural
old-growth woods grown. But they sure are huge.
Perhaps some of the very first settlers had cut the
area over hard a few hundred years ago and then left
a few trees to grow? Or an old Indian clearing?? Hard
to tell, they look short and fat with evidence of large
branches having started very low down. Maybe the
steep slope or something else (storm, cliff erosion,
repeated floods, etc.) did cause them to all grow like
that naturally there though, some in the background
look taller and more normal shaped too. The one in
the first pic really looks like an older yard tree
though. Nice trees whatever the story.

by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 10:10 am
John, I think it is great to know some of the history of
the region and forest. In my site descriptions I try to
find out as much about the human history of the area
as possible also. This provides some perspective on
what we are seeing at a site. It helps with the
interpretation of what we are seeing as well - is it an
undisturbed small patch or something grown up from
an old field? (Sometimes it doesn't help, but is neat
anyway.)
Edward Frank

Re: No recognition for this old
growth forest (patch) in NJ

Re: No recognition for this old
growth forest (patch) in NJ

by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Dec 10, 2012 5:48 am

by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Dec 10, 2012 1:18 pm
I do know that this area was part of a farm as recently
as 60 or so years ago until it was zoned commercial.
The large white oak (the Clement Oak) has alot of
history behind it. It was mentioned in a survey as

Haha, analogy understood Ed. It amazes me that on
the west coast you can find old growth in the woods.
Here if you find an old growth tree in the forest its
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because it once stood alone in a field and someone let
it be and the forest grew up around it. Thats what
these few trees I posted about probably are. There are
only 3 or 4 TRUE old growth forest in New Jersey.
Thoes are, Saddlers Woods in Haddon Twp, Tillman
in north Jersey, Bear Swamp in Cumerland County,
and Hutchenson Memorial Forest in central Jersey
area. To the common person on the west coast who
has spent time in Redwood forest or mixed conifers,
old growth or second growth, even an east coast old
growth forest would seem small and drab. But hey
thats all we know out here. :)

of other patches of forest in the area. If this patch has
old trees, even if scattered remnants in an abandoned
farmstead, it is more of an old growth forest than a
patch without these trees. This may be fairly called
old growth for the area. I guess I am just rambling at
this point.

Just a side note, tricked my fiance into grocery
shopping at the walmart today so I could go out back
into the woods, found 2 more southern red oaks,
15'1" CBH and 14'2" CBH as well.

Re:Considerations of old growth

Edward Frank

by Don » Mon Dec 10, 2012 1:49 am
Ed- I think we often find ourselves at different ends
of the old-growth continuum that ranges between
minimal disturbance to significant disturbance. I
suppose I've not moved much there, but I have found
that broadening one's perspective from considering
old-growth "trees" to considering old-growth
"ecosystems" helps. Having one giant "old-growth"
species tree all of its own is only part of what makes
old-growth forests apart from second-growth forests.
It's the diversity between and within species present
that lends resiliency, provides the ecosystem with the
"funds" it needs to draw from in times of
disturbance.

John Harvey

Considerations of old growth
by edfrank » Sun Dec 09, 2012 10:10 pm
Larry, I am torn by the many definitions of what
constitutes old growth. One one end is the concept of
pristine or untouched forest. I don't think there is
much of that left in the east anymore. If you look at
indirect effects of human life there isn't anyplace
anywhere that has not been affected. Say these are
remnants of field trees around an old homestead
clearing, or a native clearing. Since that time the rest
of the forest has grown up around it. It has lived as
such for a hundred ore more years. What is the
difference between this origin of the forest than if it
had been a natural burned opening or wind blown
opening? Can something become old growth again?
I would say something can become old growth again
after a time. If it has some old trees that survived
from the last event, whether natural or man made,
that only enhances the character of the new old
growth forest. I think in setting like this we need a
more flexible definition of what is old growth that
accounts for the long term impacts and effects of
coexisting with a human population and considers the
features of a particular forest patch within the context

The minimum size constraints of an old-growth
ecosystem I'd suggest varies, and is as big as it has to
be to retain sufficient resiliency to for the normal
range of variation of its disturbances...probably more
than one.
Can an old-growth tree/forest become old-growth
again [after a disturbance]? Only the "purest" of oldgrowth definitions would deny such a restoration, and
then only until a subsequent generation had persisted.
Just my thoughts...
Don Bertolette
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Re: Considerations of old growth

Re: "The President" giant sequioa,
SNP, CA

by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 10:10 am
by edfrank » Tue Dec 11, 2012 4:33 pm
Don, the idea of an old-growth ecosystem is fine and
I don't necessarily disagree with you theoretically.
The problem is that again we are looking at a
spectrum of the degree of disturbance involved. I
still think that has to be considered in the context of
the surrounding forests. The idea of sustainability
doesn't really help, because no matter how altered
from pristine the ecosystem from virgin mythological
forest to recently cut woodlot have some degree of
resiliency. If left alone there will be some ecosystem
established. It may not be the idealized forest, but it
will form a self sustainable ecosystem of some sort.
None of this seems to help improve our definition of
what is old growth.

Save the Redwoods League
National Geographic Features League Research
California's enormous giant sequoia is the world's
most massive tree.
http://www.savetheredwoods.org/redwoods/NationalGeographic-giant-sequoias.php

Edward Frank

National Geographic Magazine's December cover
story includes the remarkable findings of League
scientists who are studying how redwoods can
survive sweeping environmental changes. The feature
includes incredible photos, such as a portrait of "the
President," a 3,200-year-old giant sequoia, and the
interactive gallery, Tree of Life. Research team
members of the League's Redwoods and Climate
Change Initiative helped National Geographic
photographer Michael Nichols and Deputy Director
of Photography Ken Geiger to capture these images.
Geiger told us about the experience.

Re: Considerations of old growth
by edfrank » Mon Dec 10, 2012 11:33 am
Don, you are living in the west where there are many
forests that have only been minimally impacted by
people. I know you have been in the east as well, but
perspectives change with time and proximity. A fair
analogy might be a rich man and a poor man. A rich
guy with a bag full of money does not value a dollar
bill very much as he is interested in the big picture. A
used toaster isn't worth much consideration. To a
poor man down to his last few dollars, every quarter
is precious and needs to be spent well. Here in much
of the east we are down to our last dollar in terms of
forests and a working toaster purchased from
Goodwill seems like a great deal.

Learn more about these amazing trees by checking
out our Giant Sequoias facts page. You can also
listen to the California Report's interview with
Stephen Sillett, one of the Redwoods and Climate
Change researchers, about studying and climbing
these massive giants.
An MP3 version of the clip can be downloaded from
the link below.
http://www.kqed.org/.stream/anon/radio/tcr/2012/12/
2012-12-06b-tcr.mp3

Edward Frank

Edward Frank
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The spectacular Christmas Bell Lily
The spectacular Christmas Bell Lily (Blandfordia
grandiflora) From a field sketch made Christmas
day, 2011 along Lyretail Dell Trail, Blue Mountains
National Park, New South Wales
Christmas Lily 2012.pdf
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More Scenes, HI
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 9:09 pm
Hi Everybody, this morning I attempted to capture
some of the ocean moods. It was overcast. That
creates silhouette opportunities. This first image
frames the ocean.

A little farther along the ocean front, A large lava
flow created this opportunity.

This big brute measured just under 31 feet in girth,
but is only 114 feet tall. Its crown has been broken
many times. Anyone care to guess the particular
species of eucalypt?
Robert T. Leverett

anyone?
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NTS, While this Internet connection is working, I'll
post a few more scenes. The first shows coastal
mahogany as it is locally called. These trees spread
out.

Still More Scenes, HI
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 11:09 pm

(above) Here is the largest one in the grove. (below) A prostrate coastal mahogany.
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Back to the ocean

Native Hala Trees
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Now, images of Eucalyptus robusta
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I've measured them up to 163 feet in height on this
trip, with several over 150. In some places they
struggle to make 80 feet.
Better stop while my luck is holding out.
Robert T. Leverett
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How old are these huge American
Beech trees, NJ?
by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Dec 10, 2012 10:40 pm
Anyone out there know alot about Beech trees? I
know that in my hunting I rarely find "Large ones".
Thier not known to reach a great circumference and
are slower growers. Below I have a photo of a Beech
that is 14'7" CBH and well over 100' tall. This is by
far the largest Ive come across. Any idea on the age
of the tree? I also found a couple that are over 11'
CBH and very tall.

Second tree

Tape for second tree

the tape for first tree
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of face looking back at me from inside the tree. Yes
this picture was taken in Jersey but this doent look
like the Jersey Devil to me, more like a small ghost
or hobbit of some sort. Tree is located in a small
woods in Clementon NJ.
The first picture is from a distance, you can see it in
the middle, the second picture is a close up of the
"object". What could this be? I was thinking maybe a
log or something sitting in the center being hit by
direct sunlight from the back?
John D Harvey
From a distance 14'7"

up close
The smaller tree is in a city park in Mullica Hill NJ.
The larger tree is actualy on the outskirts of an old
growth forest (Saddlers Woods), here in Jersey.
John Harvey

A HAUNTED TULIP POPLAR!
Scary stuff here, NJ

From afar

by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Dec 11, 2012 10:16 pm
I snaped this photos a few months ago of a multi
trunked tulip tree, about 17'CBH 120' tall. I never
looked at it again until last night and what I saw
FREAKED ME OUT! Literaly. There is some kind
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Re: Travelogue Part 7 - the final
installment.
by Michael J Spraggon » Sun Dec 09, 2012 8:22
pm
Well I read that fairies called Rusalke who were
young women and wives of Serbian soldiers killed in
the battle of Kosovo appear in the forest at Vidovdan
and light a fire around which they dance naked. If a
young Serb meets these fairies during this ritual, they
give him red wine to turn him into a dragon, so that
he can avenge the death of Prince Lazar and his
knights and free the Sun God, Vido.
Individual trees in England have stories associated
with them. Many stories are historical, like the ones
Ivo told us about the Trsteno planes.

Zoom in

I look forward to hearing about Hawaii. I would like
to go there and see the geology (e.g. lava tubes) as
much as anything else. I don't expect an 18,000 word
travelogue though - they take ages to write!

Re: Travelogue Part 7 - the final
installment.

Michael

by dbhguru » Sun Dec 09, 2012 1:54 pm
Michael, I echo what Will said. Your trip account
presented through an obvious talent for writing
reminds us that big tree hunting has many facets, one
being culture, often rich. I have also gained a
valuable lesson from your trip and that is that because
we don't read much about an area of the world, it
doesn't mean that there isn't plenty there to interest
those of us looking for old growth forests and big
trees.

Re: Travelogue Part 7 - the final
installment.
by edfrank » Wed Dec 12, 2012 12:54 am
Michael, I have been looking at Serbian legends
regarding the Rusalke and Prince Lazar. There is
quite a bit on the internet. One account:
http://realhousewifeofbelgrade.com/2011 ... nhistory/ pretty much repeats your account.

As a case in point, my current mission in Hawaii has
strong cultural overtones. The ohia and koa trees
have long been used by the Polynesians for many
purposes. However, the ohia is steeped in mythology.
Did you all come across any mythological stories
linking trees to present or past culture?

Lazar of Serbia has a nice Wikipedia article:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazar_of_Serbia
other links: http://www.srpskamreza.com/bookstore/kosovo/kosovo10.htm

Robert T. Leverett
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mara (specter, spirit of confusion),
chuhaister (forest giant),
mavka or niavka (forest nymphs),
potoplenytsia (drowned maiden, wife of vodianyk),
vodianyk or vodyanoy (water spirit, aka
potoplenyk),
bolotianyk (swamp spirit),
bisytsia (she-devil),
potercha (spirit of dead, unbaptized child),
nichnytsia (night spirit),
mamuna (demoness),
nechysta syla (evil power),
scheznyk (vanisher),
didko, antypko, antsybolot, aridnyk (other names
for evil spirits),
and many, many others. These spirits or fairies are
mostly out of the Ukrainian mythology which derived
out of the general Slavic folklore.
I personally would like to see more exploration of
some of this folklore surrounding forests. Others are
more into measurement only. Thanks for the start.
Edward Frank

Rusałki, oil on canvas, 250 x 161 cm, National
Museum, Cracow by Witold Pruszkowski 1877

as does the Rusalke:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rusalka
There also was this list of supernatural beings in
Slavic folklore
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavic_fairies:
Supernatural beings in Slavic folklore come in
several forms and their names are spelled differently
based on the specific language.
khovanets (as domovoi),
dolia (fate), polyovyk or polevoi (field spirit),
perelesnyk (spirit of seduction),
lesovyk or leshyi (woodland spirit),
blud (wanderer),

Rusalka by Ivan Bilibin, 1934
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Re: Travelogue Part 7 - the final
installment.

Re: Cathedral Pines Wisconsin
by DonCBragg » Wed Dec 12, 2012 2:26 pm

by Bart Bouricius » Wed Dec 12, 2012 7:29 pm
Interesting thought, Will...I hadn't looked too closely
at some of the trees in the way back. The one looked
like a red pine to me, but I can't really tell what the
other one is... I got this picture from a print that my
parents had hanging in their house (and now hanging
in my house) that they purchased from the Marathon
County Historical Museum. They were willing to
part with their copy because they were able to buy a
new print from the same group. The Marathon
County Historical Museum, at least as of a few years
ago, had been using that image to promote the
historic forest condition of the area. I have not
personally seen the original, nor heard details of the
"back story", so I was largely taking their word for
it... As big as these pines are, they are within the
realm of possibility for eastern white pine in
Wisconsin. Note there was no claim as to any
dimensions on these trees...I think the ones in the
foreground look especially large because they are
especially close. I will continue to look into this
picture to see if there is any other information I can
dig up on it to validate or invalidate its claims...

Maybe not populated by the same variety, but just off
the top of my head, I think of the Dwende that the
Mayans I knew in Belize talked of. The Dwende has
something in common with the Peruvian Chullachaki
which maintains a garden in the forest, and like the
Dwende will get people lost if displeased with them.
The Pink Dolphins are said to shape shift into a
human form and live in underwater villages where
they may keep boys or girls that they have
kidnapped. The Mapiquari is another creature said to
look like a giant sloth except for having a biting
mouth in its belly. The Yacaruna also lives beneath
the river water though I have a carved mask of one, I
don't remember the details of his characteristics only,
rather scaly,he seems to have been the model for the
creature from the black lagoon in the movie. There
are many more, but I would have to do a bit more
research to get the details on them.
Bart Bouricius

Mystery of the Cathedral Pines
Wisconsin Photograph

Re: Cathedral Pines Wisconsin

Last month we included a photo provided by Don C.
Bragg of what were believed to be an old photo circa
1900 of the Cathedral Pines. There is much more to
the story. Things are not what they seem. Read on…

by edfrank » Wed Dec 12, 2012 3:36 pm
Don, Will, I loaded the image into Google Images:
http://images.google.com/imghp?hl=en
and it matched the photo to this one:

by Will Blozan » Sat Dec 01, 2012 6:57 pm
Original Old Growth Forest: The original
southwestern Washington State temperate rainforest.
What seems most remarkable is the density of these
giant fir trees. (Photo probably from the very early
1900s, by Vibert Jeffers)
http://www.wildthymefarm.com/forestoldgrowth.html

RE: the old photo: Bark looks weird in some trees in
background. One could be incense cedar and
ponderosa or Jeffery pine? Of course, could be red
pine but the back right sinuous tree does not ring
eastern at all. Could this be a stand of P. lambertiana?
Just always suspicious of old photos claiming trees of
dimensions no longer found...

The story does not end there. I contacted someone
who is selling prints of negatives made by Jeffers.
Here is the scoop on the photo from Susan Parish of
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Shadow Catchers and The Susan Parish Collection of
Photography:

Hawaii - some summary numbers
by dbhguru » Wed Dec 12, 2012 3:54 pm

Hello Ed, Yes, I am very familiar with this
photograph. It is one of my most popular selling
images. * I sell prints from negative collections I
own. The cropped photo was one I sold to ‘someone’
and they must have put it online.

Hi Folks,
Monica and I are on Kauai, a very different place
from the Big Island. Lots of mainlanders prefer
Kauai. I think it is because Kauai is "whiter" than the
Big Island. Sad observation, but true, I strongly
suspect.

However, the photographer was not Vibert Jeffers
but his father, Joe Jeffers; both photographers from
Olympia, WA who owned/operated Jeffers Studio.
The photo’s date is about 1910 and it was taken in
Mason County, Washington State; which is in the
rain shadow region of the great Olympic Peninsula.
This area is well known for its tall timber forests.
The trees are Douglas Fir. Your friend was correct
that it is not a pine forest.

Trees wise, I haven't been as lucky as I was on the
Big Island, but I have located a stand of Auracaris
columnar is or Cook pines that tower. Also there is
some species of feathery foliage evergreen that is
locally called ironwood, which means absolutely
nothing, because many species are called ironwood.
A large one near a beach, about 10 minutes walk,
measures 24 feet around and 91.5 feet tall. I saw
many of the "ironwoods" on the Big Island, and they
can get fairly tall and quite large.

I hope this helps clarify the photograph. Let me
know if you need anything further. You probably
should tell the Museum about the improper details on
the photo they have been selling. I looked online at
their site but couldn’t find the photo there.

So far, the tallest tree that I've measured is a blue
gum eucalyptus at slightly over 190 feet. Find stands
of taller ones requires contacts that take time to
develop. The largest organisms I've seen are the
Indian banyans. One has a perimeter around the
dense cluster of trunks/roots of around 100 feet.
Heights are from 65 to about 85 feet. I still haven't
gotten my mind wrapped around the variables. You
need to see them to appreciate the variations.

Regards,
Susan Parish
Shadow Catchers and
The Susan Parish Collection of Photography
Historical, Modern and Contemporary Photographs
Décor and Licensing since 1978
http://www.shadowcatchers.net

The native ohia and koa are my favorite species. I
may have a height record at 115.9 feet, but have no
way of knowing. I have zero confidence in any
numbers that would come out of the forestry
department or the University of Hawaii on their
maximum height. Both species are often challenging
to measure.

So the mystery of the photograph has been resolved.
Google Image is a useful tool for that purpose. I
have used it to look for some of the images posted to
Facebook. If there isn’t an exact match the program
uses pattern recognition and color to find photos that
are similar to that the uploaded image. I uploaded an
image of female friend from her page for fun. There
wasn't a match, but the first close match was a
similarly colored image of Dirk Nowitzki. Hardly a
flattering match, but the color tones of both images
were virtually identical as were all the other possible
matches in the selection.

The largest single-stem tree I've measure is a blue
gum at right around 31 feet in girth - a hulking
monster, but short at 114 feet. Their are Ceibas and
countless numbers of other non-native species of
every size and shape. I keep seeing trees with huge
leaves and wondering what I'm seeing.

Edward Frank
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Despite the pretty pictures, in most of the
accessible areas, the original Hawaii has been utterly
destroyed. There are feral cattle, pigs, mongoose,
chickens, alien frogs, etc. Makes you sick. Then there
are the god-awful resorts, manicured, chemlawned,
with swimming pools, tennis courts, golf courses, etc.
A haven for the worthless wealthy. In the more
earthy places, one sees a combination of vagabonds,
athletic types, and hippies - infinitely more
interesting than the resort goers. Still, they exhibit a
kind of self indulgence, and tune out their collective
impact.
Here in Kauai, there is one road that hugs the shore
and it is very congested. Beautiful scenery is close
by, but inaccessible. Ranches, farms, and rich people
have occupied the land up on the lower slopes.
Visitors must be satisfied with views from afar. Still,
there is much to see.
Well, it is time to go search for some big trees.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Hawaii - some summary
numbers
by dbhguru » Wed Dec 12, 2012 9:55 pm
NTS
Is it a tree or a tree structure? It is an Australian Pine
or ironwood (Casuarina equisetifolia). One of the
tree- tree structures is 102 feet and about 18 feet in
girth. It is anything but circular. More about the
species later.
Robert T. Leverett
Co-founder and Executive Director
Native Native Tree Society
Co-founder and President
Friends of Mohawk Trail State Forest
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Norfolk Island Cook Pines, HI
by dbhguru » Wed Dec 12, 2012 11:56 pm
Hi NTS, Here are images of two Norfolk Island
Cook pines I took earlier.

The pine in the first image is 116.5 feet tall, my best
so far. The second was 104.0 feet. They are gorgeous
trees.
Here is another Norfolk Island Cook pine. This one
was about 105 feet tall. It looks more in the image.

Robert T. Leverett
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Re: Norfolk Island Cook Pines, HI
by fooman » Thu Dec 13, 2012 2:43 am
Both trees look more like Cook's Pine (Araucaria
columnaris) rather than Norfolk Island Pine (A.
heterophylla). Cook's pine is apparently very
common in Hawaii, Norfolk Island pine less so.
The vertical branch spacing and length is much more
typical of Cook's Pine than Norfolk Island Pine.
See viewtopic.php?f=44&t=4645&start=10#p19858
for a recent post of mine with links comparing the
two species

Robert T. Leverett

Cheers,
Matt Smillie

Re: Hawaii - some summary
numbers

Re: Still More Scenes, HI
by dbhguru » Thu Dec 13, 2012 2:24 pm

by dbhguru » Thu Dec 13, 2012 2:07 pm

Folks, here are some traditional scenes shows
manicured or cultivated and in the foreground and
wild Hawaii in the distance.

Rand Brown wrote: A propose a new tree form
classification: The tree pig-pile.
Evidently, this species sends up many sprouts from
adventitious root buds, so that bizarre forms are the
norm. New shoots emerge and are partially
swallowed by existing trunks. None of the old rules
for measuring this form apply. We really do need to
get a handle on these tropical forms.
There are plenty of species that conform well
enough to the classic tree model to allow comparison
by the standard formula, so I'm not proposing to
discard the standard, but to add more methods of
comparison. However, the more unruly the form, the
greater the challenge to find sensible methods of
comparison. We need to think outside of the
proverbial box.
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Re: Norfolk Island Cook Pines, HI
by dbhguru » Thu Dec 13, 2012 1:53 pm
Matt, I'm sure you are correct. I had been told trees
looking like those in the photos were Cook pines
while still on the Big Island. Then I discovered treespecies.blogspot.com/2007/12/norfolk-island-pinevs-cook-pine.html. The bark images there exactly
matched heterophylla. So I switched the ID. Now I'll
go back to columnaris. I wonder if the creator of the
blogspot reversed the titles of two of those images.
What is your take on that? Regardless, a strange and
captivating form. I am so enjoying all these different
species, even if they have been introduced. BTW, I
hit 110 feet on an Austrailian ironwood yesterday
evening - my personal best. The one in the image
below is 101.5 feet on grows at the edge of a beach.

So far, I've identified four species that require
special attention: Indian banyan, Australian
ironwood, hala, and coastal mahogany - to use
common names. However, There are others. I just
haven't seen enough of the mature trees.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Hawaii - some summary
numbers
by Larry Tucei » Thu Dec 13, 2012 5:39 pm
Bob, Way cool stuff you are measuring and
photographing. I found a cool link for you that has
Hawaii species. Native and non. For example I found
-Eucalyptus robusta (Swamp Mahogany), Swietenia
macrophyllla (Bigleaf Mahogany) or (Brazilian
Mahogany), Swietenia mahagoni (Mahogany), and
Swietenia humilius (Honduras Mahogany).
http://www.starrenvironmental.com/images/?o=plant
s

Today, I measured a Cook Pine to 144.5 feet, by far
my best. I've spotted one that may even be taller.
Can't get to it easily, but I will eventually measure it.
Robert T. Leverett

Larry Tucei
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Re: Hawaii - some summary
numbers
by dbhguru » Thu Dec 13, 2012 10:29 pm
Larry, Thanks. I am seeing so many new trees over
here. But it goes far beyond trees. Check out the
following.

Notice the thin white line going down the center of
the steep peak in the image? That's a freakin waterfall
that is around 1,500 feet in height - at least. If we
take all drops, it pushes 2,500 feet! That, my friend,
is something special. Lots more to come. Be sure to
double click on the image to expand it. You can trace
the drop easier. I haven't yet found the name of the
water fall. You'd think there would be signed
pointing to it, but I haven't seen any so far.

Robert T. Leverett

Cook Pines, HI
by dbhguru » Sat Dec 15, 2012 12:07 am
Folks,

Robert T. Leverett

Well, all the trees I've been measuring as either
Norfolk Island pines or Cook Pines are Cook Pines.
They were first planted on Kauai in 1882. Up until a
couple of days ago, the tallest I had gotten was in
Hanalei and is 116.5 feet. Then yesterday, Monica,
Marjorie, and I went to Hanea. I measured one to
144.5 feet. Today, Monica and I traveled to Hanei to
a small cottage we've rented where we will spend the
rest of our time in Hawaii. I walked up the road to the
area with the 144.5-footer. Well, here is the list of all
measured trees in the grove.

Re: Still More Scenes, HI
by dbhguru » Thu Dec 13, 2012 11:06 pm
Folks, a scene of the Na Pali coast.
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Tree #.

Height

So let's see. In terms of my best by species:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

141.0
144.5
145.0
148.0
157.0
158.0
168.0

Species.
Eucalyptus (blue gum)
Eucalyptus robusta.
Cook Pine.
Acacia.
Ironwood.
Ohia.
Koa.
Indian banyan.

I measured several others Cook Pine in the 120s and
130s. I have no idea what this species does, but I've
come to respect it. I have to wait for a Wifi Internet
connection to post pictures. I'm presently working
through a Verizon connection.

Tallest Measured
190.0
168.0
168.0
159.0
123.0
115.8
114.0
85.0

The largest single-trunk tree so far has been a
eucalyptus at 31 feet around. I've measured coconut
palms to around 90 feet and many palms of several
species to between 70 and 80.

Robert T. Leverett

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Cook Pines, HI
Ironwood Champ, HI

by dbhguru » Sat Dec 15, 2012 6:23 pm
Here is the whole list for the Cook Pine in the area of
tall trees.
Tree #.
#1.
#2.
#3.
#4.
#5.
#6.
#7.
#8.
#9.
#10.
#11.
#12.
#13.
#14.
#15.

by dbhguru » Sat Dec 15, 2012 10:04 pm
Folks, I just measured the largest ironwood
(Casuarina equisetifolia) that I've seen. In the
following image, my notebook's diagonal is just shy
of one foot. Note its width relative to the trunk. As
best I could determine, the circumference at 5.2 feet
above the base is 25.4 feet. At 4.5 feet, a little too
much root flare is encountered on the uphill side.

Height
124.0
132.0
141.0
144.0
144.5
145.0
145.5
147.0
148.0
150.0
153.0
155.0
157.0
158.0
168.0

The last tree ia probably 168.5, but no more. I did
measure around 10 other Auracarias with a couple
between 140 and 143, but didn't get them recorded.
The largest girth is around 13.5 feet. That tree is on
posted property.
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The height is 126.5 feet, a record for me. The spread
is around 75 feet. Total big tree points are perhaps
450. I'll return to the tree tomorrow and refine the
measurements.

Common forest trees of Hawaii
by edfrank » Sun Dec 16, 2012 12:29 am
I found this Forest Service document about the Forest
trees of Hawaii It seems t have a nice overview of
both the native and introduced trees:

Here is a beach scene just a few yards from the
ironwood.

Common forest trees of Hawaii (native and
introduced)
http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/33502

Surrounding mountains.

Author: Little, Elbert L.; Skolmen, Roger G.
Robert T. Leverett

Date: 1989. Source: Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
Agricultural Handbook No. 679. 321 p
View and Print this Publication (31.59 MB)
http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/mis
c/ah679.pdf
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This is my 2'56"' soundscape of extreme noise levels.
The source was heavy construction; from a distance
of approximately 60 ft., I estimate the noise level to
be circa 110 dBA. I captured the recording at 6:54
a.m. from my window in East Hartford, CT. The
noise levels were consistent until 11:00 a.m. Taken
from the info found below:

The Rising Tide of Noise
by michael gatonska » Thu Dec 13, 2012 12:32
pm
I just came across this article in the NY Times on the
rising levels of human noise in the oceans. As the
ocean depths are now being filled with noise, I
suppose that the magnitude of the problem is similar
(if not worse) on land; this I have experienced while
trying to capture sounds of trees and other natural
things, albeit my activity has been focused primarily
in the New England part of the world.
The article:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/11/science/projectseeks-to-map-and-reduce-ocean-noise-pollution.html
According to the article, peak decibel levels
underwater can be incredibly loud, and it states that
an oil tanker produces 200 decibels. To put this into
perspective, the threshold of pain for us humans is
around 130 dBA's -- I cannot imagine what that level
of oil tanker noise must do to a whale, an animal
equipped with such complex resonant chambers.

Location: East Hartford
Date: June 19, 2012
Time: 6:54 a.m.
State: CT
Description: extreme noise levels - early morning
soundscape recording of heavy construction
Habitat: urban/along Connecticut River/ deciduous
along river
VoxType: early morning
Category: soundscape of extreme noise levels
Sample rate: 48k 24 bit
Microphone pattern: Double MS stereo-2 channel;
150 °
Take# 1
Anthrophony: heavy construction machinery
Geophony:
Biophony:
Weather: sunny
Temp: 74 fahrenheit
Wind: 3-5 mph
GPS: Lat/Lon: 41.76°N 72.61°W Elevation: 59 ft
Recordist: Michael Gatonska
Notes: homemade Mic suspension with windjammer
in window sill/monitored with headphones

Here is a link to the affects that shipping has on
ocean sound levels:
http://www.dosits.org/science/soundsinthesea/shippin
gaffectoceansound/
Here is a link to listen to the sounds of ships
(Anthropogenic sounds):
http://www.dosits.org/audio/anthropogenicsounds/shi
p/
In relation to high levels of noise, this a recording
that I had made this past summer at 6:54 in the
morning from my window sill; the heavy
construction sounds were so intense, that at the 2:15
mark, a glass fell from the drying rack in my kitchen
and broke on the floor. You can imagine, that being a
composer, these noise levels outside of my studio for
an entire summer were an extremely frustrating
disruption to my creative process -- not to mention
the invasion of my privacy. The mayor did not hear
my complaints, however.

Michael Gatonska
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Re: Adam’s Beech, NY

Re: Travelogue Part 7 - the final
installment.

by tsharp » Fri Dec 14, 2012 12:30 am
by tomhoward » Sat Dec 15, 2012 6:08 pm
adam.rosen wrote:There is an American Beech in the
yard of a house my parents own...... I have measured
the circumfrance at breast height to 218 inches.

Michael, NTS,
I too was enchanted by an old forest near where I
grew up. The Big Oaks near my house were ancient,
magical, with the wind through their branches
whispering of times long before our own; I used to
make up mythical stories about this place of
enchantment, tales of fairies, wizards, of centuriesold beings that could talk to me. This place still
exists, and I spent 2 beautiful hours today in sunny
mild weather. The place is now known as the North
Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove.

Adam: I believe this may be the largest
circumference American Beech that any ENT has
posted about. Congratulations. You should document
the location.
TSharp

Tom Howard

Re: Adam’s Beech, NY
by tomhoward » Sat Dec 15, 2012 6:19 pm
Adam, NTS,

Adam’s Beech, NY

That is a huge Beech tree! It really is hard to tell how
old Beech trees are without counting the rings. The
Beech trees in the old growth Liverpool, NY Maple
Grove are much smaller, but remarkably old. In Apr.
2012 I counted 283 rings on the cross-section of a log
of a fallen Beech tree.

by adam.rosen » Thu Dec 13, 2012 5:34 pm
There is an American Beech in the yard of a house
my parents own. The house dates to 1880 so I assume
the Beech is that age as well. It is one of the largest
trees in the city of Rochester, NY. I have measured
the circumference at breast height to 218 inches. On
the flat pavement of the city, I was able to use the
"stick method" to get a height of 100 feet. That
makes sense as it towers above the neighborhood.
City grown tree, reached that size in 130 years.
That's consistent with red oaks and a silver maple in
this erie canal neighborhood. Nothing is older than
1860, but several trees have circumferences
approaching 20 feet. Impossible to date a beech tree.
Under the right conditions they grow so fast!

Tom Howard

Adam Rosen
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Re: Cook Pines, HI

Re: 9 hours of Sleep Relaxation
Sounds of Allegheny Forest N

by KoutaR » Sun Dec 16, 2012 7:38 am
by michael gatonska » Sun Dec 16, 2012 1:19 pm
Bob, Impressive photos and heights! Do you know
which species is the Acacia? I think 159 ft is quite
remarkable for an Acacia sp.

Bart, unfortunately, so true. Even in Alaska, the
tourist industry is having an increasingly heavy
impact on the natural sounds of its wilderness areas.
Here is the article from the NYTimes titled "Whisper
of the Wild" which bemoans the decaying natural
acoustic:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/18/magazine/issilence-going-extinct.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

dbhguru wrote:On New Caldonia they must be
something.
Ecology of the Southern Conifers (1995) ed. by
Enright & Hill (p. 171-2): "Individuals of A.
columnaris more than 60 m high have been recorded
in the Loyalty Islands and on the Isle of Pines [of
New Caledonia]."
Kouta Rasanen

Where I am in CT, just south of Bradlee International
Airport and caught in between two major highways
that criss-cross the state (I84 and I91), I would rate
the acoustic health of the area of where I currently
live as being very poor -- not to mention the
continuous air quality alerts from the National
Weather Service.

Re: 9 hours of Sleep Relaxation
Sounds of Allegheny Forest N

I read recently that in the lower 48 states, there is no
place more than 35 kilometers from the nearest road,
which makes it nearly impossible to tune out the
noises of human activity, even in places designated as
wilderness.

by Bart Bouricius » Fri Dec 14, 2012 10:13 am

Stan Temple, a wildlife ecologist who was quoted in
the same article that I had read in Science News
about Aldo Leopold and his forward looking study of
the role of sound in the natural world said "It is
increasingly difficult to study natural soundscapes
that represent normality," noting that its not just
mechanical human noise that's encroaching. The rain
forests of Hawaii, for example, no longer sound like
the rain forests of Hawaii. "They sound more like the
rain forests of Puerto Rico because the calls of an
introduced, invasive tree frog are becoming
pervasive."Preserving the natural sounds of a place,
avers Temple, may be just as challenging as
conserving the mosaic of plants and animals that help
keep an ecosystem intact. Like smell and sight,
"sound can be what you associate with a particular
landscape," something Leopold appreciated and
wrote about in several of his well known essays.

I find that in the United States it is hard to get away
from sounds of distant traffic. Possibly in Alaska and
a few places in the West it may be possible, however
there is an awful lot of air traffic in Alaska. In the
Peruvian Amazon I used to be able to get far enough
away from the river so that I would not hear the
occasional motor boat at all, the stars were incredible
with no air pollution, and even no air traffic.
Unfortunately they changed the air route from
somewhere in Brazil to Lima and now we do get 2 or
3 flights a day over the area where I work. Trying to
get away from electronic beeping, and traffic noise
for any length of time is quite difficult except in the
most remote places. I wonder if you listen to this
sound scape if they have edited out the occasional air
traffic sounds. It sounds like it at some points.
Bart Bouricius
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Disappointing to hear that even in the Peruvian
Amazon, the natural sound world is slowly being
encroached upon by air traffic.

American Chestnut historical
dimensions
by edfrank » Sun Dec 16, 2012 3:24 pm

Michael Gatonska

NTS,
There has been an interesting back and forth
concerning the size reached by American chestnuts
prior to their decimation by the blight in the mid
1900's on our Facebook page. The discussion started
with this post:

Re: 9 hours of Sleep Relaxation
Sounds of Allegheny Forest N

Volunteers aim to revive ‘redwood of the East,’ the
American chestnut tree
http://www.journalnews.net/page/content.detail/id/588083/Volunteersaim-to-revive--redwood-of-the-East---the-Americanchestnut-tree.html?nav=5004

by PAwildernessadvocate » Wed Dec 19,
2012 12:30 am
Yes that video is edited, but evidently it was all
recorded in one night of camping out somewhere
near Tidioute (Warren County). If you go through the
comments section for that video on YouTube, you'll
see the video's creator talks about the various edits he
made to clean up extraneous noises from the audio.
(So he wasn't trying to pull the wool over anyone's
eyes or something like that.)

"My mother's family never stopped grieving for the
(American) chestnuts," the 51-year-old software
engineer and father of two said as a stiff breeze
rustled through the 110 or so surviving trees, many
already bearing angry, orange-black cankers around
the inoculation sites.

Even in the Allegheny National Forest it's going to be
pretty much impossible to find a place that will be
completely devoid of the sounds of civilization. I've
camped out in the middle of the 8,600-acre Hickory
Creek Wilderness, and the 9,700-acre Tracy Ridge
roadless area and still heard things like a truck's jake
brakes off in the distance and of course air traffic
overhead.

"Her generation viewed chestnuts as paradise lost."
Hurst hopes the trees on his hillside farm - part of a
vast experiment in forest plots where this "linchpin"
species thrived before the onslaught of an imported
parasite - might hold the key to regaining that Eden.

James Robert Smith:
I've never heard anyone call the American chestnut
the "redwood of the east". I have heard that term for
the Eastern hemlock. The American chestnut was a
unique tree. You can't really compare its niche in the
Appalachian ecosystem to any tree anywhere else.

Eric Morgan:
From what I've read the term Redwood of the East
was made up by a founding member of TACF as a
PR campaign. There is merit to that name: few trees,
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if any, can get larger than a mature chestnut in the
eastern US.

Edward Frank:
They got really fat, but none of the historical
accounts I have read ever indicated that they grew
very tall.

Eric Morgan:
From what I've read an American Chestnut could get
to be about 800 points. Are there any other trees in
the eastern US in that range? Cottonwoods maybe?

Edward Frank:
I don't think they ever reached 800 points. The AF
formula is height (feet) + girth (inches) + 0.25 spread
(feet). Say it was 15 feet in diameter = 565 points +
spread 240 feet = 60 points. These are fatter than any
tree now existing in the east, fatter than the largest
live oak, fatter than the biggest bald cypress and
much bigger than the biggest spread known, the tree
would still need to be 175 feet tall to reach those
point totals. I see photos labeled 20 foot diameter
chestnut. Maybe at ground level they might be bigger
than 15, but unless the people in the photos are 12
feet tall at 4.5 feet they aren't much more than 10 feet
in girth. Could they have been bigger? Yes, but I
have been searching historical records for accounts of
big trees and have not found any contemporaneous
numbers indicating they ever reach greater than 10
feet in diameter and 120 feet or so in height. Some of
these exceptional diameters may be from transposing
girth as diameter. I don't believe hey ever reached
800 points. I would be surprised if they reached more
than 600 or 650 at the outside. The most comparable
species would be live oaks at max 11 foot girth, 180
foot spread, and maybe 100 feet tall. (they are taller
in forest settings, but do not get as fat or have as great
of a spread in forest settings).

Historical photo of a large American Chestnut from
the Great Smokey Mountains of TN and NC. It is
often labeled as a 20 foot diameter chestnut, but
unless the people in the photo are 12 feet tall the tree
is just slightly over 10 feet in diameter at 4.5 feet and
that is being generous with the pixels. (Bark would
add girth and a little to the diameter, but in fairness
my best estimate of the diameter of the barkless tree
as it is show is 7.5 feet. So 10 feet at most is being
really really generous.)

Eric Morgan:
Interesting. I have read one account (not the primary
source which is listed as Detwiler 1915) of the largest
recorded American Chestnut, said to be 17 ft in
diameter. That would put it at 650 points nominally
without ht and spread. Probably not a common
occurrence though. However, people didn't measure
trees back then either.
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Eric Morgan:

Thoughts about the photo. I really don't think it is an
American Chestnut. The chestnut had almost like
large diamond patterns to its bark. I really think this
is a redwood photo that was mislabeled and passed
around as chestnut. Compare the image above to an
image of a redwood found here:

The best picture I could find was this one. Any
thoughts on its legitimacy?
http://www.fs.fed.us/r8/chestnut/images/chestnut/hist
orical/AncientChestnut_800px.jpg

http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2012/09/05/article-014D600AA000005DC-582_964x762.jpg
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2198481/Magical-photos-lumberjacks-Californiaredwoods.html

Edward Frank:
At the bottom of this page is a photo of a large
chestnut from Joyce Kilmer:
http://masschestnut.org/beforeBlight.php This shows
the bark pattern. There is someone in the photo, but
they are standing well behind the tree in the
foreground in front of another tree, so the tree
appears larger than it really is:

Edward Frank:
There is a reprint of the Detwiler article here:
http://www.chattoogariver.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/02-01_Winter.pdf on page
7. It does say 17 feet, but I am not sure if the
diameter was taken at ground level or at breast
height, or if the tree was a multitrunk specimen. I will
look for a photo of the tree, but it is my guess the
diameter was at ground level which was common
then. If it is legitimate, then you are right. I am
looking to see if the actual original article is online
somewhere, or if there is a photo of that particular
tree.

Edward Frank:
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Forest Habit: Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest, 1910,
Forest History Society
Before the blight: Historic American chestnut images
- Massachusetts Chapter of the American Chestnut
Foundation

Re: American Chestnut historical
dimensions
by lucager1483 » Sun Dec 16, 2012 7:50 pm
Will Blozan wrote:Of course my opionion is based on
skant evidence so it is what it is. But for deciduous,
non-conifer trees- tuliptree gets my vote as all-time
largest eastern tree. Try as they might- with bogus
photos even- a neloid or conic trunk will never, ever
match a cylinder. Simple math people.

Edward Frank

Re: American Chestnut historical
dimensions

Amen and amen.

by Will Blozan » Sun Dec 16, 2012 7:24 pm

Will, just curious: With all the work you've done on
and around hemlocks, do you think you've witnessed
that species's maximum dimensions, or would you
guess that they grew larger in the past? You've
probably discussed this before, but I'm generally lazy
tonight and don't intend to look it up.

Ed, Here we go again debating the dimensions of a
tree we will never know... And yes, the photo is a
redwood. As for redwood of the east that is a weird
comparison in that they have no similarities at all
other than big. Eastern hemlock would rightfully
claim that description being a conifer and evergreen...

Elijah Whitcomb

Baldcypress and tuliptree would have been much
larger than chestnut based on what we know from
forensic evidence (as would live oak). Wm Ashe took
photos of chestnuts that were exceptional and they
are indeed impressive but not larger than any other
eastern tree as far as superlatives go. Tuliptree, with
its cylindrical trunk and extreme height would have
smoked chestnut whenever given the chance. Stem
form of extant rampics and fallen specimens, and
photos of chestnuts pre-blight do not indicate a
cylindrical bole or much of a departure from a neloid
form. This does not bode well for claims to the
biggest tree in the east. By sheer trunk diameter at a
given height, sure, but wood volume no- at least in
my opinion. Tuliptree, live oak and bald cypress
would top the list, with sycamore and perhaps
northern red oak even topping chestnut.

Re: American Chestnut historical
dimensions
by Will Blozan » Sun Dec 16, 2012 9:21 pm
Elijah, Great question. Based on the work Jess Riddle
and I did in the Tsuga Search Project, I think we have
come very, very close to establishing the maxima of
Tsuga canadensis. The TDI scores of the four biggest
trees for girth, height, and volume are over 91% of
known maxima. The largest tree scored 96% so it
was as close to the largest obtainable as we could
determine. As for the largest tree- it was never
climbed... Here is a shot of Carl Harting taken with
the tree in 2008 in the Cataloochee Valley of GRSM.
I was not able to return to the tree to document it but
based on the dimensions I could take-no known
hemlock had greater trunk dimensions than this tree...
period. It is now a crumbling mass of debris due to
HWA. Probably surpassed 1,700 cubic feet; trunk
only.

Of course my opionion is based on skant evidence so
it is what it is. But for deciduous, non-conifer treestuliptree gets my vote as all-time largest eastern tree.
Try as they might- with bogus photos even- a neloid
or conic trunk will never, ever match a cylinder.
Simple math people.
Will Blozan
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Re: American Chestnut historical
dimensions
by edfrank » Sun Dec 16, 2012 10:19 pm
Will Blozan wrote: Ed,Here we go again debating the
dimensions of a tree we will never know... And yes,
the photo is a redwood. As for redwood of the east
that is a weird comparison in that they have no
similarities at all other than big. Eastern hemlock
would rightfully claim that description being a
conifer and evergreen...
Sometimes it is worth rehashing some of these older
debates to see if there is anything new to add, and to
bring it to the attention of newer members who
missed any previous discussions on the issue. Eric
Morgan was a case in point. Not only did he have a
photo from the USFS archive incorrectly listing the
tree depicted as a chestnut, he had a specific
reference to a tree larger in diameter than I mentioned
in my original reply with an author and date for the
reference. So he did some homework before posting.
This post also gives us a new chance to summarize
the information that has been posted here and there
int a more cohesive and focused thread. Thanks for
the confirmation of redwood. That is certainly what
jumped out at me when I looked at the image. The
redwood analogy was according to Eric: "Redwood
of the East was made up by a founding member of
TACF as a PR campaign." which seems a reasonable
explanation.

McKee Branch Monster

Carl at base 16'10" @ 8' with NO TAPER!!!

Most of the references to "Redwood of the East" I
found relate to what likely was a press release touting
the efforts in the first post. The actual oldest I have
been able to find is: "The Redwood of the East" By
David W. Wooddell, ver. 2 - Mon, Feb 11, 2008
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/geopedia/The_A
merican_Chestnut#The%20Redwood%20of%20the%
20East
"Many 18th- and 19th-century log cabins were made
of old-growth chestnut logs and still stand today as a
testament to the durability of the wood. The chestnut
was so useful that some people called it the redwood
of the East."

Will Blozan

Edward Frank
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near the main house. I'll get all of the trees there
soon. The hemlock grove is at the top of a hill.
They're surprisingly tall for such a location.

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees
by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 17, 2012 2:59 pm
Larry,
I've scoured those reports and pics multiple times. I
wish I'd been involved with ENTS back then.

tuliptree 132.0' 134.8' 128.9' 143.4' 139.7'
red oak 130.8'
quercus montana chestnut oak 107.4' 111.6'
hemlock 112.8' 109.5' 100.3' 112.4' 106.3'

Ed,
I will have some photos. They're still in the camera
yet but will follow.

Bass Pond Trail
scarlet oak 103.5' 105.3' 117.2'
white oak 112.0'

It's hardwood season so I started inventorying the
forest by the entrance. For the first time, I was asked
for credentials as I sautered off into the woods. Some
very fine trees reside right next to the parking lot. I
started up the left side of a small ravine, then did
cherry hill up top and came down the right side. I'll
call this section the entrance grove.

Dawn redwood grove by a private residence on the
estate, by the bass pond. These were very difficult to
get without trespassing, so they're approximations.
Metasequois glyptostroboides ~86.0' ~67.9'
~67.7' ~77.6' ~101.0'
~98.4' ~92.8' ~74.7'
~92.1'

Picea abies Norway spruce 96.9' 104.5' 107.6'
Tsuga canadiensis hemlock 121.8' 9'7" cbh
Fagus grandifolia beech
111.9' 109.3' 101.9'
108.4' 103.1' 112.8'
Fraxinus americana white ash 112.9' 113.5'
115.4' 123.1' 125.4' 128.7'
Quercus alba white oak
102.7' 111.5' 112.8'
117.7'
Quercus velotina black oak
108.7' some balding
on trunk
Quercus rubra red oak
110.6'
Quercus coccinea scarlet oak 110.2'
Pinus strobus white pine
132.6' 133.4'
liriodendron tulipfera tuliptree 129.3'
Platinus occidentalis sycamore 114.3'
Prunus serotina black cherry
101.4' 103.6'
Oxydendrum arboreum sourwood 95.7' find of the
day
Juglans nigra black walnut
107.7'
Carya glabra pignut hickory
105.1'
Carya cordiformis bitternut hick 99.8' 103.8'
Carya ovalis red hickory
110.3'
Carya alba or tomentosa mock. hick. 97.1' 106.0'
Acer rubra red maple
113.1'

Bass pond dam
I had a clean shot of the base of the baldcypress. I
previously had it at 126.7'.
Taxodium distichum 132.4'
Current Rucker index: 139.25' Note: the sycamore is
in Biltmore Village, about 40 yards from the actual
estate property. The highest I've found on the estate
proper is 128.3', but that recently died and was
removed. There's still much more to explore. I
haven't crosschecked with the figures from the ENTS
gathering from last decade.
pinus strobus
158.1'
Tsuga canadiensis 144.2'
Platinus Occident. 145.5'
Lirio. tulip.
143.4'
Larix decidua (?)
136.9'
Junglans nigra
137.5'
Picea abies
133.6'
taxodium distichum 132.4'
Quercus rubra
130.8'
Metasequoia glypto. 130.1'

Grove R10 = 119.2'
Edit: I updated a few heights. I put the wrong figure
in for white pine (just .2 off) and remeasured the larix
and the platinus. The larix dropped slightly. The

Just some random numbers from the Diana grove,
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previous measure involved adding measurements
from completely different angles.
Brian

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees
by bbeduhn » Wed Dec 26, 2012 1:09 pm
This covers the area along the entrance road from the
first private drive to the ticket center and a large area
away from the road back to a private residence. The
tulips are frustrating. I haven't come close to a 150'
yet. I was pleased to find a stellar sugar maple grove.
beech fagus grandi.
99.2' 102.2' 100.5' 101.4'
105.8' 111.4'
tulip lirio. tulip.
123.5' 128.0' 133.8'
sugar maple acer sach. 96.9' 104.7' 107.7' 108.0'
109.2' 109.2' 109.3' 112.3'
cherry prunus sero.
113.0'
blk. oak quercus velo. 109.9' 113.5'
red oak quercus rubra 107.7' 112.4'
scarlet oak quercus cocc. 102.6' 107.3' 107.4'
112.6'
sycamore plat. occ.
107.1' 109.4' 118.9'
remeasure of the big daddy in Biltmore Village
145.5'
wych elm ulmus glabra 97.1' 107.1' fairly
certain of the species
Am. basswood tilia amer. 120.0' remeasure-old
119.3'
laurel oak quercus lauri. 107.9'
shellb. hick carya lacin. 117.6'
car. hem. tsuga car.
98.2'
hemlock tsuga canad. 112.1' 124.4'
shortleaf pine pinus echin. 94.6' 100.7' 104.4'
Euro. larch larix decidua 115.1' 136.9'
remeasure. Old was 137.8' but involved adding
calculations from very
different perspectives.
norway spruce picea abies 112.1' 113.1' 114.7'
120.6' 122.0'

Sourwood

The Norway grove was absolutely gorgeous! Much
more measuring needs to be done in it. I brought my
camera but it didn't have the memory chip so no pics
yet.
Brian Beduhn
95.7' sourwood
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Re: Biltmore Estate Trees

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees

by bbeduhn » Wed Dec 26, 2012 1:09 pm

by bbeduhn » Wed Dec 26, 2012 1:27 pm

This covers the area along the entrance road from the
first private drive to the ticket center and a large area
away from the road back to a private residence. The
tulips are frustrating. I haven't come close to a 150'
yet. I was pleased to find a stellar sugar maple grove.

Arbor Trace Trail
This trail runs through a young white pine forest,
some hardwoods, afield and then into an enormous
Norway spruce grove bordered by an enormous sugar
maple grove. These groves are almost completely
pure stands. It's like traveling from eastern Europe to
New England in the span of 30 yards. The white
pines appear to be a native strain. Many of the white
pines on the estate came from Maine by way of
Germany. I'd guess these are in the 45-55 yr. range.
The sugars (numbering around 100) and Norways
are likely in the 55-75 yr. range. There was one huge
surprise. This tree is supposedly not native but there
it was and it was enormous--a 12' cbh shellbark
hickory. The nuts matched. There is a planted one
by the ticket center but this one is much older than
the estate. Yes, I did get pictures but no, they're not
in the computer yet. Much of the trail is adjacent to
Interstate 40, including the large shellbark.

beech fagus grandi.
99.2' 102.2' 100.5' 101.4'
105.8' 111.4'
tulip lirio. tulip.
123.5' 128.0' 133.8'
sugar maple acer sach. 96.9' 104.7' 107.7' 108.0'
109.2' 109.2' 109.3' 112.3'
cherry prunus sero.
113.0'
blk. oak quercus velo. 109.9' 113.5'
red oak quercus rubra 107.7' 112.4'
scarlet oak quercus cocc. 102.6' 107.3' 107.4'
112.6'
sycamore plat. occ.
107.1' 109.4' 118.9'
remeasure of the big daddy in Biltmore Village
145.5'
wych elm ulmus glabra 97.1' 107.1' fairly
certain of the species
Am. basswood tilia amer. 120.0' remeasure-old
119.3'
laurel oak quercus lauri. 107.9'
shellb. hick carya lacin. 117.6'
car. hem. tsuga car.
98.2'
hemlock tsuga canad. 112.1' 124.4'
shortleaf pine pinus echin. 94.6' 100.7' 104.4'
Euro. larch larix decidua 115.1' 136.9'
remeasure. Old was 137.8' but involved adding
calculations from very
different perspectives.
norway spruce picea abies 112.1' 113.1' 114.7'
120.6' 122.0'

white oak 103.3'
sweetgum 106.5'
sugar maple 96.9' 106.4'
tuliptree
120.3' 122.2' 134.1'
Norway spruce 100.9' 104.8' 112.0' 112.5'
117.5' 117.9' 124.4'
white pine 135.4' 137.7' 141.5' 142.0' 145.2'
shellbark hickory 119.6' ~12' cbh
Brian

The Norway grove was absolutely gorgeous! Much
more measuring needs to be done in it. I brought my
camera but it didn't have the memory chip so no pics
yet.

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees
by bbeduhn » Fri Dec 28, 2012 4:29 pm

Brian Beduhn
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white oak

white ash

hemlock 9'7" cbh 121'
white oak crown 117.7'
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Shellbark hickory ~12' cbh

Shellbark hickory crown 119.6' ~12' cbh

Shellbark hickory nuts

Shellbark hickory ~12' cbh
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sugar maples

sugar maples
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Norway spruce

Norway spruce
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included, we have the city of Philadelphia to turn to
for an example of an outstanding urban forest.
Interestingly, most of the parks with big trees are
not well known to the public as tree parks. NTS can
provide a valuable service to the public by presenting
these tree havens in some kind of formal order. The
Internet and television are chopped full of programs
and lists heralding the top ten of this or that. Maybe
we should throw our hats into the ring and come up
with various lists of superlative tree parks; i.e. the
best of this and that spread over many categories. Just
a thought. Anyway, thanks for the extraordinary
effort that you are devoting to measuring the trees of
Biltmore.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees
by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 31, 2012 11:19 am
Turner and Will,
I thought carya alba at first but crawled through the
tick underbrush to get some nuts. They are slightly
over 2" in diameter and the interior nuts are
significantly larger than carya alba. The bark
certainly isn't typical shellbark. It is very pale in
color. The tree is on a streambank and I found only
five or seven leaves per twig on the ground. It's
possible some leaves just fell off on the few I
examines. Leaf size tends toward carya alba. I
figured on an old shellbark, the leaves may simply be
smaller than usual. Shellbark does not show as a
native species in the mountains on the maps I've seen.
We can take a closer look at it to be certain. I
usually put a question mark by the species if I'm not
certain and will do that in the future.
Brian

Re: Biltmore Estate Trees
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 30, 2012 12:42 pm
Brian, your accomplishments are awesome to behold.
Thanks to your efforts, we now know more about
Biltmore Estate than ever before. Between you, Will,
and a few others, this remarkable property can finally
be appreciated for what it is.
We know that the estates of the rich and famous are
often great places to hunt for big and/or tall trees. I'm
unsure where all the estates we've covered fit in, but I
think Biltmore currently leads the pack in terms of
variety and quality. More generally, Biltmore,
Longwood Gardens, Winterthur, Vanderbilt Estate,
Marsh-Billings-Rockerfeller NHP, Morristown NHP,
Montpelier, Monticello, and Poplar Forest come to
mind when I connect people of fame to landscaped
gardens and national historical parks. If city parks are

Edit: I was able to find incidence of 2" diameter
mockernut fruit. My guides said 1.25-1.5".
Mockernut makes more sense with the bark but I'm
not certain as of yet.
Brian Beduhn
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Re: Metasequoia Glyptostroboides
(Dawn Redwood)

Rainforest excursion
by dbhguru » Mon Dec 17, 2012 1:58 am

by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 17, 2012 4:41 pm
NTS, Today Monica and I went into the rainforest
here in Kauai, climbing up to a lookout about 1,200
feet above the Pacific Ocean. We saw Eucalyptus,
Hala, Guava, Kona, Acacia, Cook Pine, and a couple
of others we failed to identify. The trail was steep,
muddy, and very slick. But it was worth the effort.
Here are some views from the lookout.

Biltmore Bass Pond Grove, approximations as they
were a long distance away.
~86.0 ~67.9' ~67.7' ~77.6' ~101.0' ~98.4'
~92.8' ~74.7' ~92.1'
New Stock/I-26 Two trees dominate this spot. One
other is being outcompeted and a new one has
sprouted from the original three. The first two have
been reported already.
114.8' 108.4' ~72.6' ~23.2'
Kenilworth
Warwick Rd. 91.7' 82.9'
Park
50.8'
Old Armory

~50.2' ~40.7'

Lexington/240 grove--this is on the edge of
downtown right next to a highway bridge
57.3' 45.0' 49.1' 47.1' 52.3' 45.2' 49.6' 46.8'
Skate park #3--like the New Stock, the third one is
being outcompeted. #s 1 and 2 previously reported.
74.1' 73.1' 52.0'
Farmers' Market 40.0'
Barkley Toyota

63.5' 59.2'

The outcompeted redwoods are impossible to
measure with leaves on.
Brian Beduhn
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A downed Eucalyptus robusta

The next view looks down into an Acacia forest.

Guavas

Baby Cook Pine, anyone?

Back down to the Pacific
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I'm having trouble with my Internet connection, so
I'll call it quits here.

Oh yes, I remeasured that humongous ironwood in
Haena and got it up to 127.0 feet. Its girth is 25.4
feet. It may be the champion of its species, but the
champion tree people in Hawaii don't track nonnative species any more. That doesn't leave them with
much. I have mixed feelings about their decision. If it
influenced people here to go with native species, I'd
be for it, but it has little, if any impact.

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Rainforest excursion

On other tidbit. On the hike yesterday, we saw lots
of Ti plants. They were used to make an illegal
alcoholic beverage during a period of Kauai history.

by dbhguru » Mon Dec 17, 2012 9:38 pm
Days are in the mid to high 70s. Nights are in the
mid to high 60s. Humidity is high. It has rained at
some time during every day that we've been here.
Lots of mist. Everything is lush. Hanalei, Kauai
averages 82 inches of precipitation per year, but no
more than a couple miles to the west in the
mountains, the amounts become prodigious. Mount
Waialeale isn't that far, and depending on which
source you use, precipitation averages somewhere
between 388 and 460 inches per year.

Robert T. Leverett

Re: NPS Survey of High Allegheny
National Park, WV
by tsharp » Fri Apr 27, 2012 11:06 pm
James, NTS: Our "beloved" Senator Manchin has
apparently called a halt to the NPS study for a High
Allegheny National Park. It is almost impossible to
get legislation passed unless the state senators are on
board. This has not received a lot of coverage in WV.
Read this article at:
http://www.statejournal.com/story/17190167/plan-toestablish-national-park-in-wvs-allegheny-highlandscomes-to-end

Here is an image taken in Hanalei an hour ago
looking into the soaring peaks just to the west. King
Kong lives up there somewhere. Waterfalls from the
mists. It is surreal.

Turner Sharp
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Maximum Dimensions List - WV 2012

Gorges State Park, NC
by bbeduhn » Tue Dec 18, 2012 1:14 pm

by tsharp » Mon Dec 17, 2012 9:16 pm
I do an annual race on the Foothills Trail, in the Lake
Jocassee area, and had noticed some stellar pine
groves along the the rivers and the lake.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorges_State_Park
This area is promising for more tall trees but
currently trails are few. Waterfalls abound in the
park and in the coming years it will be much easier to
get around. I expect to find scattered old growth near
the waterfalls but most of the land was likely
harvested.

ENTS/NTS: Attached is a maximum dimension list
for West Virginia updated through 5/6/12. The list
contains only trees/shrubs that are native to West
Virginia. Many of the changes have been previously
noted on various postings on the NTS BBS board.
The ones that have not been noted in the postings are
as follows.
Two new species added:
Fringetree(Chioanthus virginicus) 1.0’ x 19.4’
Southern Red Oak (Quercus falcata) 15.0’ x 78.9”
Girth and Height Record :
Mountain Silverbell (Halesia tertraptera) 3.7’ x 63.4’
Girth only:
Red Maple (Acer rubrum) 15.1’
Sugar Maple (Acer sacacharum) 16.6’
Table Mountain Pine (Pinus pungens) 6.2’
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) 15.8’
White Oak (Quercus alba) 20.3’
Pin Oak (Quercus palustrus) 15.5’
Height only:
Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) 104.9’
Eastern Redcedar (Juniperus virginiana) 71.7’
Quaking Aspen (Populus tremuloides) 75.9’
Pin Oak (Quercus palustrus) 103.1’
Post Oak (Quercus stellata) 78.5’
The biggest girth White Pine (Pinus strobus) 15.8’ x
135.6’ was removed from the list. It fell in the spring
of 2012.

Will joined me for the lengthy hike into the remote
groves. He has photos and coordinates for the new
state champs. Some of my numbers from the trek:
Canebrake Trail
Va Pine
114.0'
beech
127.0'
hemlock
123.6' 123.7'
white pine
130.3'
Foothills Grove #1
hemlock
121.3'
white pine
145.7'
blk locust
135' 131'
tuliptree
169' Will spotted this from the
many, many steps on heartbreak ridge
pitch pine
108.8' 112.4' 126.2' NC co-champ
shortleaf pine
113.7' 118.8' 126.7'
Va pine
108.1' 110.2' 111.9' 112.1'
118.6' 119.2' 120.5' NC co-champ

It should be noted that this list was compiled before
the Derecho of June 29, 2012 and Super Storm Sandy
which dumped heavy snow before leaf fall in central
West Virginia in late October. Both weather events
took a heavy toll on trees. Any comments and
questions are appreciated.

Foothills Grove #2
pitch pine
116.0' 7'7" cbh
Va pine
110.3'
mockernut hickory 127.1'
Will has more numbers, including two co-champs
and another state champ in height. The Rucker index
is trending toward the mid 130's but we've just
scratched the surface.

Turner Sharp
Update of Max List.docx

Brian Beduhn
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Kenilworth Pinetum, Asheville, NC

Re: Asheville Trees, NC

by bbeduhn » Tue Dec 18, 2012 11:46 am

by bbeduhn » Tue Dec 18, 2012 12:37 pm

Having just measured a dawn redwood a few houses
away, I noticed what looked like an incense cedar
sticking out on a wooded lot. I stopped and took a
look. The property abounded with exotics. I couldn't
even tell what most of them were. Hearing voices I
walked up and introduced myself. The owners had
owned the property for about a year and weren't
certain of what they had. It turns out the property
was owned by a forest service entomologist, Charles
Speers, for roughly 50 years, who also ran Land of
the Sky Nurseries. The current owners are building
a guest house on the top of the property but insisted
on relocating a few trees rather than simply removing
them. They genuinely care about continuing the
pinetum despite not knowing all that much about the
trees.

Some random measurements over the last two
months:
Fraser firs Abies fraseri
Mundy Cove
54.3' 49.6'
Ox Creek
44.9' 59.0'
Incense cedar Calocedrus decurrens
Ox Creek
65.1' 85.2'
Webb Cove/Lynn Cove 98.3'
Mimosa, W. Ash.
58.0'
Northern whitecedar Thuja occidentalis
Spooks Branch
72.1'
Japanese cedar
West Asheville

I had some trouble IDing quite a few but came to
conclusions on all but a handful. There are several
very old white oaks and an old tuliptree but it appears
that all conifers were planted by Mr. Speers.

Taxodium distichum baldcypress
Malvern Hills, W. Ash. 71.1'
Wilshire Park, W. Ash. 68.3'

Pinus strobus white pine
128' several others
in the 110'-120' range
Cedrus deodara deodar cedar
68.3' several others
Taxodium distichum baldcypress 80.3'
Metasequoia glypto. dawn redwood 92.5'
Calocedrus decurrens incense cedar 89.8' tough
shot, likely a bit taller
Cunninghamia lanceolata china-fir 81.9' dozens
of these on the property
Cryptomeria japonica japanese cedar 71.7' 59.3'
Larch (likely European, larix decidua) 81.4'
Abies alba Euro silver fir
67.8' grove of
40'-50'
Abies fraseri fraser fir
several
??????
very narrow spruce
fir #1
fir #2

67.4'
74.2'
65.5'

Cryptomeria japonica
75.2'

Chameacyparis pisifera suwara-cypress
Laurel Loop, W.Ash.
82.0'
Pinus echinata shortleaf pine
Laurel Loop, W.Ash.
116.2'
Abies amabilis pacific silver fir
School Rd., Malvern Hills, W.Ash 95.6'

60.6'

This pinetum was visited in 2004 by Will Blozan and
B.Van Pelt. Apparently, the question mark trees are
quite rare.
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Re: 9 hours of Sleep Relaxation
Sounds of Allegheny Forest N
by PAwildernessadvocate » Wed Dec 19, 2012
12:30 am
Yes that video is edited, but evidently it was all
recorded in one night of camping out somewhere
near Tidioute (Warren County). If you go through the
comments section for that video on YouTube, you'll
see the video's creator talks about the various edits he
made to clean up extraneous noises from the audio.
(So he wasn't trying to pull the wool over anyone's
eyes or something like that.)
Even in the Allegheny National Forest it's going to be
pretty much impossible to find a place that will be
completely devoid of the sounds of civilization. I've
camped out in the middle of the 8,600-acre Hickory
Creek Wilderness, and the 9,700-acre Tracy Ridge
roadless area and still heard things like a truck's jake
brakes off in the distance and of course air traffic
overhead.

loblolly blob

Weird Loblolly Pine growth- any
explanation?

Eli Dickerson

by eliahd24 » Thu Dec 20, 2012 12:11 pm
I noticed a very interesting blob of needle growth
near the top of a loblolly pine in an urban forest in
Atlanta, GA, yesterday. Any ideas what would cause
this sort of symmetrical and dense growth? I haven't
a clue myself.

Re: Weird Loblolly Pine growth- any
explanation?
by Larry Tucei » Thu Dec 20, 2012 5:56 pm
Eli, It is called a witch's broom. I've seen some on
trees before but not that large. Ed and others have
posted on these before.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Witch's_broom
Larry Tucei
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New Tallest Bay Laurel
by yofoghorn » Wed Dec 19, 2012 11:31 pm
Within two days of coming back to California after
my first semester of college, I found a bay laurel
(Umbellularia californica) in Henry Cowell
Redwoods State Park that is the new world record in
height for the species.

Tallest California Bay Laurel
Zane J. Moore

Did a metal spike kill my old growth
Tulip tree? (NJ)

The tree was in a part of the park near the third tallest
bay laurel, which was found the same day. The tallest
bay laurel is 169.42 feet tall. This makes it the second
tallest native hardwood in the state. The tallest native
hardwood in California is the 178.2 ft. California
sycamore.

by JohnnyDJersey » Thu Dec 20, 2012 9:54 pm
Ok so this August my favorite tree fell down in a
storm, it was the tree that got me into big tree hunting
and an icon from my childhood. (19'7" CBH, 117'
tall, 80' spread) It was an unknown tree, except by the
locals and was obviously in its place long before the
forest grew up around it near Daretown Lake in NJ,
Salem Co. Anyhow when it fell and I looked inside
the hollow trunk, I found a very old metal spike
inside of it that was used to anchor barbed wire. It
was on the edge of a field used for cattle. Could this
have caused it to hollow out or was it age alone that
hollowed and weakened it? Pics Below.

Zane J. Moore

Re: New Tallest Bay Laurel
by yofoghorn » Sat Dec 29, 2012 5:52 pm
Here's a picture of the base of the tallest California
bay laurel!
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Evil spike
Me and the tree 2008

Me and tree 2005

After the fall
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of the spike. I can't really tell where the failure
began. The initial split could simply have propagated
up and down the tree and through the area where the
spike was located. It would be my guess, and it is
just a guess, that the failure itself is unrelated to the
spike, but that perhaps the path through this portion
of the trunk was influenced by damage related to the
spike. I am hoping some of our arborist members
with more experience will comment. Good question
and thanks for posting,
Edward Frank

Re: Did a metal spike kill my old
growth Tulip tree?
by Bart Bouricius » Fri Dec 21, 2012 11:05 am
Nice big old Tulip, too bad, but my guess is that there
are a few factors that contributed to this trees demise.
I do notice that there are a couple of large stubs
where branches were improperly pruned. This often
leads to poor healing and rot which tends to help
create hollow space in the tree. I also notice girdling
wires wrapped around the base of the tree and I
wonder if other wires not visible may be more deeply
embedded in the tree from the past. Depending on
how it was installed, the cable and bolt in the tree
could also have contributed to the problem as Tulip
trees in particular seem to be especially sensitive to
injury to the cambium in my experience. I hope this
is helpful.

John Harvey

Re: Did a metal spike kill my old
growth Tulip tree?
by edfrank » Fri Dec 21, 2012 4:15 am

Bart Bouricius
John, it is a very impressive tree. It is too bad it fell.
I really don't know if the spike had anything to do
with the failure of the trunk or not. Many, if not
most, of the big old trees like this tend to get hollow
with age. When they do fall it looks pretty much like
this one spike or not. Could the spike have
introduced a pathogen or encouraged decay at this
point and weakened the tree? Sure. It certainly didn't
help the tree, but the tree might have broken during
the storm from the wind with or without the presence
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Witch's Brooms
by edfrank » Fri Dec 21, 2012 10:47 am
Barry Caselli and others posted a number of times
about witches brooms. Here are some of those
photos and links:
Barry Caselli,

1/4/10

I saw roughly 9 or 10 witch's brooms today in my
short walk in Wharton State Forest. I photographed 8
of them, and here are 4 of the coolest ones. Hope you
enjoy. The trees are of course Pitch Pine.
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branch, but I know of a White Pine in a residential
area whose entire top is a witch's broom! I have a
photo of it as well. Also I drove past it today.

Witch's Broom on Pitch Pine
Being that the Pine Barrens is such a large forested
area, these things are quite easy to find.

https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=en&fromgroup
s=#!topic/entstrees/6vq-hVUT7d4
Most were very high up in the trees near the top.
There was one that was on a tree that was only 10 to
12 feet tall. That one was maybe 4 feet off the
ground. Tow of them, the two biggest ones, were
about 12 feet up. I've seen them in all sizes of trees,
at all heights above the ground. I even found a tiny
one growing on a knee-high tree one time. I find
them fascinating to look at. And they are very
common. Oftentimes you can stand in one spot and
look all around you and see 3 or 4 of them, if you
look hard enough.

Witch's Broom on Pitch Pine
One time I found one on a White Pine at work, and
someone ran some machinery next to the tree which
it was on, and broke it off the tree. I've got it in the
back seat of my car.

Barry Caselli, May 15, 2006 19:53 PDT
One tree phenomenon that I enjoy finding here in the
NJ Pine Barrens is "witch's brooms" (on Pitch Pines).
From my limited research, this is what they are
called. I don't quite know or understand all about
them, but I enjoy noticing them while driving around
the Pine Barrens. I have photos of probably 4 or 5 of
them, but have seen dozens. Normally they are on a

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/species/witchs_broo
m/witchs_broom.htm
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Barry Caselli, 2/20/09
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/new_jerse
y/ground_level.htm
Today I took a hike in Wharton State Forest,
something I have not done enough of. I've lived 6
miles or so from Wharton for 24 years, and have
driven through it quite a bit, but hiking is another
story. FYI, Wharton is the largest unit in the NJ state
parks and forests system, at 115,000 acres. It contains
over 400 miles of sand and dirt roads, plus a couple
of paved roads go through it. It also contains some
marked nature trails. Today I hiked part of the yellow
trail. I believe I did a round-trip hike of 8 miles.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0IeAs3y4jw

It was around 32 degrees and windy, but I like the
cold. I took many digital photos, and shot a couple of
minutes of video as well, just to add a personal touch.
I plan on making a Windows slideshow with the
photos, and add the video to it.
Usually I try and photograph every, or nearly every,
witch's broom that I see. That's not always possible.
But when hiking it's easier, definitely. I saw quite a
few. There must be thousands of them throughout the
entire Pine Barrens.
One other thing I see a lot of in the Pine Barrens is
branches coming out of the Pitch Pines at or just
above ground level. I also see branches come out of a
tree and droop down to the ground. I find the groundlevel branches to be quite interesting. In everyone's
experience, have you seen this on other species?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUB3N9ZOkgo

Barry Caselli, January 23, 2009
White Pine Witches Broom
A couple years ago,
before the forums became a Google group, we
discussed brooming in trees.
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/specie ...
_broom.htm This is the largest and most conspicuous
broom I know of. I happened to be in the area of this
tree today, so snapped a couple pictures.

Another thing I saw today is trees that fell over, all
the way to the ground, and then one or more branches
became new trees. Anyone see this before?
Once I get the slideshow/video made and uploaded, I
will inform the group...
All right folks. I made up the slideshow and uploaded
it last night. Part 2 contains a tiny bit of video near
the end.
As usual, read the full description before viewing.
Here's the link:
http://www.youtube.com/user/MillerMeteor74
Just look under "videos" for NJ Pine Barrens
Wharton SF 1, and NJ Pine Barrens Wharton SF 2.
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http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/new_jerse
y/20090123witchesbroom/white_pine_witches_broom.htm

photo by Edward Frank - A limber pine tree infected
with dwarf mistletoe. The mistletoe results in part in
the formation of the witch’s brooms that appear
prominently on the right side of this tree.

Now I see them everywhere. But I drive through
Pitch Pine forests every day of the year, no matter
where I go. There must be hundreds of them in the
Pine Barrens, or maybe thousands. I suspect
thousands, seeing as the Pine Barrens covers a
million acre area. The smallest one I ever saw was
not more than 6 inches in diameter, on a tree not
more than 3 feet tall. I know I have that one on video,
but not sure if I took a picture of it.

Edward Frank

Splitrock, NJ
by greenent22 » Sun Dec 23, 2012 1:45 am

Edward Frank, Jan 31, 2008

Super small patch of virgin old-growth, with some
very tall and fat oaks. One oak is around 60" DBH or
more (very tall, very high branching deep forest
grown). Maybe a little surveyor's error or boundary
woods. Nice patch of a few trees. Possibly more to
the west, probably not, hope so, needs looking into.

TOPIC: Craters of the Moon National Park, ID
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/us_west/i
daho/craters/craters_of_the_moon_national_mon.htm
http://groups.google.com/group/entstrees/browse_thr
ead/thread/68bfd317babbd63c?hl=en

.
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it reproduced across a wider range after its seeds had
passed through the guts of various herbivorous
megafauna. (I will need to look up the references).
it is extremely unlike that there were any examples
outside of the natural range in Texas and Arkansas. I
know many species can grow quite large in 50 years,
I would guess that Osage orange could as well. It is
not reasonable that the tree could be older than the
1804 cuttings. (Actually I think the first cutting died
and the populations were derived from a second
collection).

400-Year Old Osage Orange in
Baltimore, MD? Felled by Sandy
by MickR » Sat Dec 22, 2012 7:47 pm
Although this is "old news" now, I wanted to post
about it because it seems skeptical to me after reading
about the "discovery" of Osage Orange (Maclura
pomifera) in Eric Rutkow's excellent new book
American Canopy. Here is a link to the story on the
tree in Baltimore:

Here is a long discussion about osage orange with
much of the info I found about it:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=106&t=1113

http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2012-1 ... ry-workers
I just got American Canopy, where the author
mentions Merriweather Lewis made the first cuttings
of Osage Orange on the Lewis & Clark expedition in
1804. The tree was then naturalized across the nation
as a windscreen and as a natural barbed wire-type
hedge planting. The Baltimore Sun article mentions
how the tree was part of the 1860 planning of the city
park, and could be "upwards of 4 centuries old". I
found this to be curious, as my understanding is the
species was confined to north Texas and western
Arkansas until the 1804 discovery.

Ed Frank

Re: 400-Year Old Osage Orange in
Baltimore? Felled by Sandy
by Bart Bouricius » Sun Dec 23, 2012 1:03 pm

If the tree was from a cutting, could it have reached a
large size in 50 or so years as to warrant a carriage
path to circumvent the tree? Is there any chance the
tree was native to Maryland? There are a few other
beautiful, gnarly Osages in the park, and a few down
the road and across the Jones falls in a weedy
cropping which suggest the tree has been escaping
mildly over the years. This particular tree had a
massive, twisted and prone trunk. It certainly
suggested old age, but pre-dating the cuttings in
1804?

My presumption is that the age estimate was not
based on counting rings, but on the old and venerable
eye ball and hearsay techniques. As is typical in such
stories, no dimensions are given.

Re: 400-Year Old Osage Orange in
Baltimore? Felled by Sandy
by PAwildernessadvocate » Mon Dec 24, 2012
I worked one summer in Rock Creek National Park in
Washington, D.C. of course not far from Baltimore.
We had some big old osage orange trees, in the
Dumbarton Oaks section of the park, but I remember
it being emphasized that they were planted and that
osage orange was most certainly not native to the
region.

Re: 400-Year Old Osage Orange in
Baltimore? Felled by Sandy
by edfrank » Sat Dec 22, 2012 9:31 pm
I have read quite a bit about Osage orange. It seems
it was much more widespread 10-12,000 years ago.
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Re: Balkans Expedition 2012 Location Map (Former Yugoslavi

Re: Asheville Trees, NC
by bbeduhn » Wed Dec 26, 2012 2:10 pm

by Chris » Wed Dec 26, 2012 10:07 pm
WNC Arboretum
My local PBS station just had a rerun of a Nature
episode focused on the Balkans.
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/episodes/wildbalkans/introduction/5485/ Although the didn't visit
any of the same places as Jeroen/Kouta/Michael and
the endless comparisons to Tolkien's Middle Earth
are annoying, still some nice places visited. You can
watch it online (though maybe only in the US).

I spent part of X-mas hitting a few spots I'd wanted to
revisit. At the arboretum, I did some measuring
between the Blue Ridge Parkway and the gate. 8
dawn redwoods stand sentinel by the gate, 7 of which
top 100 feet. I reported on them several months
back. i hadn't noticed the red pines before. The
loblollies garnered most of my attention before.
They are whoppers, especially for the mountains.

Chris Morris
thuja occidentalis northern whitecedar 75.5'
79.4'
pinus resinosa
red pine
85.0' 94.2'
acer saccharum
sugar maple
99.7'
pinus taeda
loblolly pine
118.9'
122.2' 125.2' 129.4' 133.7' 134.0'

Re: Balkans Expedition 2012 Location Map (Former Yugoslavi

next, I checked out my shortleaf right off the
Parkway, briefly the state champ for height. I'd
hoped for a miraculous recovery. No such luck.

by KoutaR » Thu Dec 27, 2012 3:38 am
Youtube has a document also called "Wild Balkans",
but apparently not the same Chris linked. The first
part is here:

pinus echinata shortleaf pine
very dead, formerly 124.6'

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eo8oet_pk8

120.7' and

I wanted to make sure the 124.8' pitch pine was
indeed a pitch and not a loblolly. It is a pitch and I
found a couple of nice cohorts.

Focus is on animals. And as often in Europe, there is
also much about people. At the beginning the film
shows the black pine forest of Crna Poda and great
views to the Tara Canyon.

pinus rigida pitch pine
124.8' previously measured

106.4' 110.1'

Kouta Rasenan
this is a grove I meant to get back to last winter but
didn't make it. the white pines looked like they'd
come close to 150' they're young and vibrant, also,
just off the Parkway on the Mountains-to-Sea Trail.

(Chris commented that this was the same
documentary)

prunus serotina blk cherry
109.2'
acer rubrum
red maple
110.2'
quercus alba
white oak
111.4'
quercus coccinea scarlet oak
105.4'
carya glabra
pignut hickory
129.4'
easily the tallest I've found. There's a 163 footer in

.
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the county
pinus rigida
pitch pine
pinus echinata
shortleaf pine
pinus strobus
white pine
135.7' 136.3' 140.6' 147.3'

99.4' 102.3'
98.8' 113.0'
128.3'

Brian Beduhn

Dendrochronology used to gauge the
age of Viking longships
by PAwildernessadvocate » Sat Dec 29, 2012
Skip ahead to about the 7:40 mark in this video to see
just the dendrochronology segment.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSOrt8cclMc

Re: New Tallest California Sycamore
by yofoghorn » Sat Dec 29, 2012 7:01 pm
This is the tallest California sycamore - 178.20'. It
was measured by Impulse in May 2012 and
discovered in December 2011. If you look closely,
you can see two people standing at the base of the
tree.
Zane J. Moore
Undergraduate Student
Colorado State University
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Son of a Beech! (CT)
by RyanLeClair » Sun Dec 23, 2012 5:15 pm
Just some tasteless humor to kick off today's post.
Fairfield, Conn., is home to Lake Mohegan Park.
This park has A LOT of beeches. The park features a
lot of well-drained slopes, and the beeches dominate
these areas.
The first beech we measured was essentially a snag-the top blew out long, long ago, and the tree only has
a couple of branches left. It's FAT, though.
BEECH #1
Ht: 56.4'
Circumference: 10' 2"
Diameter: 3.2'

Beech #1

The next tree was an ash. I believe it's a green.
GREEN ASH
Ht: ~100' (straight-up, because the top was so
irregular)
Circumference: 9' 9"
Diameter: 3.1'

Beech #1
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Beech No. 2 was perfect. A specimen tree. A sight to
behold.
BEECH #2
Ht: ~100' (again a straight-up. I couldn't find the top)
Circumference: 10' 5.5"
Diameter: 3.3'
The next beech was somewhat tall, though not very
thick.

Green Ash

Beech #2

Green Ash
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BEECH #3
Ht: 115.2'

Beech #2

Beech #3 (The Tallish Beech)

Ryan LeClair

Beech #2
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Category: soundscape
Recorder: H2next
Mics: H2next
Sample rate: 48k 24 bit
Microphone pattern: Double MS stereo-2 channel;
150 °
Take# 1
Anthrophony: automobile traffic
Geophony: natural spring low/moderate winds in
deciduous forest/falling leaves
Weather: cloudy
Temp: 43 Fahrenheit
Humidity:
Wind: moderate 6-18 mph
GPS: Lat/Lon: 42.6°N 72.63°W Elevation: 197 ft.
Recordist: Michael Gatonska
Notes: homemade Mic suspension with windjammer
and gitzo tripod/monitored with headphones

Part II: the Sacred Spring near the
Sacred Cave
by michael gatonska » Mon Dec 24, 2012 3:47
pm
This is Part II in a series of two soundscapes that I
captured at what is considered a sacred site in
northwestern Massachusetts. Part II is a 4'20"
soundscape of a natural spring adjacent to a small
cave, where at least four different tribes of
indigenous peoples of the Americas have held special
ceremonies (tribal peoples coming from the northeast
and plains regions of the United States and Canada).
This soundscape follows a clear formal architectonic
shape: a) the gentle trickling sounds of the flow of a
natural spring, rustling leaves during the fall season,
bird-life; b) an increase in wind intensity and forest
sounds activity; and c) a decrease in the wind
intensity revealing the "tapping" percussive sounds of
falling leaves (lots of birch and white oak), shaken
from their branches and making their improvisatory
decent to earth.
Native American spirituality is a land-based
spirituality, above all else. The relationship between
the land and the people was one of mystical interdependence, and it played a central role in the lives of
many of these peoples. As Angie Debo writes in The
History of the Indians of the United States: he (the
Indian) was deeply religious. The familiar shapes of
earth, the changing sky, the wild animals he knew,
were joined with his own spirit in mystical
communion. The powers of nature, the personal quest
of the soul, the acts of daily life, the solidarity of the
tribe--all were religious, and were sustained by dance
and ritual.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5fYj8fgXwo
Michael Gatonska

Taken from the info found below.
Location: Northwest Massachusetts
Date: October 21, 2012
Time: 7:30 a.m.
State: MA
Description: morning near natural spring
Habitat: natural springs/coniferous/deciduous/river
VoxType: morning
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Re: Links Exchanges With Other
Tree Groups

My better half has seated herself in the buttressing of
this English Oak (Quercus robur), for scale...she's
5'4" tall, and about the same armspan.

Trees to Breathe Trees to Breathe founded in
2012 is a means to plant trees locally, educate people
on the value of trees, and help fight deforestation
around the world. Want to grow a tree? For every tree
you grow from Trees to Breathe another will be
planted in the rainforest. Trees are the lungs of the
earth.We hope this site offers you much insight into
the challenges we face and how you can make an
immediate impact.

Don Bertolette

Re: New Tallest Bay Laurel
Facebook Page:
http://www.facebook.com/TreesToBreathe/info

by Don » Sat Dec 29, 2012 11:56 pm
ZaneExcellent find!
As an undergraduate Humboldt forestry student, I
was happy just to encounter Umbellaria
californica...a very handsome tree in most cases. The
quickest ID cue was obtained by folding a leaf and
smelling it...the traditional bay leaf that many of us
grew up pulling out of stews and such. Same tree in
Oregon is called the Oregon myrtle. It's also known
as a Pepperwood, and has other common names I'm
not immediately able to bring up. In Oregon, there
used to be, and probably still is, roadside shops where
you could purchase many items carved, shaped out of
'myrtlewood', known for it's beautiful grain and
durability.

Re: Links Exchanges With Other
Tree Groups
by Don » Sun Dec 30, 2012 12:22 am
Ed- I am in travel status without access to all my
resources, but my visit to England this summer
featured visits to significant trees as part of a
National Trust...I'll dig it up when I return to Alaska,
if you'd like to add it...had great descriptive and
locational data available in searchable database.
Attaching one near our host's residence south of
Colchester

Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS
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measurements to jog my aging memory. It was a
productive trip. I probably measured somewhere
between 150 and 200 trees while on the islands. By
Will Blozan's standards, that's not much, nor by my
own past standards, but the conditions under which
measurements were obtained weren't ideal. Here are
some images from inside an old growth ohia forest.
The images were taken by Patricia Missler.

Hawaii, Looking Back
by dbhguru » Sun Dec 30, 2012 10:27 am
NTS, As I look out my window and behold a
blanket of white, my recent Hawaii visit seems little
more than a dream. Was I really there? Well, I have
lots of images and a notebook full of tree
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I went to the edge of one rainforest research area in
Volcanoes National Park that is so dense that
researchers follow a rope into the forest and take
whatever measurements they need from within an
arm's length or two of the rope. The forest gets
between 200 and 300 inches of rain per year. There is
no possibility of getting traditional tree
measurements. The ohia forests are more open, so
although challenging, measurements are possible.

My work relative to the natural forests of Hawaii is
far from over. It looks like my friend Dr. Lee Frelich
is interested in becoming involved in studying the old
growth ohia forest that I will most likely be getting
access to on private land. I have to develop a
proposal and present it to the owners, which I will
soon begin working on. The circle of support
continues to grow. No rest for the retired.
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The Hawaii trip has motivated me to rethink my
priorities. With lots of projects on my plate (there
always is), there is more than this old duffer can get
done. So targeting my energy and time to the projects
that hold the most promise of bearing fruit is the
operative direction. I'm not yet sure of what should
be removed from the list, but judging by results to
date, one casualty will likely be the planned Blue
Ridge Parkway old-growth guide. My time n the
project thus far has been spent mostly in Virginia,
and there aren't that many places along the Parkway
that I could actually call outstanding or exemplary.
North Carolina is better, but it is not clear if there is
enough accessible old growth to justify a book. I
have to be realistic.

collecting data and turning it over the the Parkway
people. Could I just go down there without pursuing
a forest-tree mission? Absolutely not! There always
has to be a mission.
Projects and activities that will definitely stay on
my list include the October 9-13 rendezvous in
Atlanta, working with the NP Service at MarshBillings-Rockerfeller NHP, tree measuring in
southwestern Colorado, the various projects here in
Massachusetts, informal consulting with LTI, a
chapter in Joan Maloof's follow-on book to 'Eastern
Old Growth Forests', and of course, the Hawaii
initiative. This is enough to keep me off the streets.
Oh yes, one more project, the Hawaii adventure has
caused me to think much more seriously about
measuring the structurally complex forms of tropical
trees. Bart Bouricius is interested in getting a handle
on some of the growth forms he encounters, so I'm
going to be devoting time to helping him measure

This is not to say Monica and I won't return, and
return often, to the Parkway, but more to develop site
reports for the Parkway interpretive staff than to
work on a book. I think I can be of most value
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some of those unruly forms. I'll solicit help from the
one and only Michael Taylor. The challenge clearly
exceeds what I can do alone.

Two final images from hawaii. Trees there come in
all forms.

Robert T. Leverett
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Redwood NP, CA Big Honkin
Douglas Fir Trees
by mdvaden » Sun Dec 30, 2012 2:05 am
At the moment, I'm typing from Crescent City at the
Curly Redwood Lodge. Drove down last night, to
spend a few days down here in the redwoods.
This morning, I had it in mind to try another top to
bottom photo of Hyperion, but got enjoyably
distracted by several huge Douglas fir trees not far
from Lady Bird Johnson grove. These Douglas fir are
not very tall, nor champions of sorts, but I was
amazed to find trunks this big in the particular areas.
In fact, I don't recall seeing any this wide since
visiting 'Ol Jed a couple of years ago ... it was much
wider though. But I can't remember the last time
finding an 8 footer in the redwoods. Oregon yes, with
Taylor and Hanuschik. But not in the redwoods. and
then today, here's three 8 footers in just 2 hours: one
closing-in on 9 ft..
The three I photograph and tape wrapped today were
..
1. 27 ft. circumference and 147 feet tall. 8.6 ft. diam.
The big limbs are about 24 in. diam.
2. 25 ft. circum. and 175 feet tall.
3. 26 ft. circum. and 178 feet tall.
Finding these with moderate effort, leads me to
believe that Redwood National Park has much more
yet to be discovered.
LOL ...
To keep track for reference, should call these 3 trees,
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego ...
:-)
Because there have lived through some heavy duty
stuff.
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M. D. Vaden of Oregon
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Tallest Tanoak, CA

#13) Re: Pictures of Fungi in the
Redwood Forest, CA

by yofoghorn » Sat Dec 29, 2012 7:05 pm
by Mark Collins » Sun Dec 30, 2012 9:53 pm
Tallest Tanoak - 160.02'. It was measured with Mike
Hanuschik in March 2012 using the Impulse laser
and discovered in December 2011. It stands on a
remote hillside in the Forest of Nisene Marks State
Park. My dad is standing at the base of the tallest
tanoak. Nearby stands the third tallest tanoak. It's
amazing how high up the first branches are on that
tree.

December 2012

Zane J. Moore
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\

Mark Collins

Posts: 60
Joined: Sat Apr 28, 2012 10:57 pm
Location: California
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Re: Pictures of Fungi in the Redwood
Forest, CA

St. Charles Borromeo Church Live
Oaks, LA

by mdvaden » Mon Dec 31, 2012 12:08 am

by Larry Tucei » Sat Dec 31, 2011 10:22 pm

Especially like the white one above. Nice.

NTS, St. Charles Borromeo Church is located on
River rd., in the city of Destrehan Louisiana. The
first Church built here in 1740 called Little Red
Church burned in 1806 was rebuilt burned and rebuilt
again in 1921. There are many early prominent
figures from days past buried at the Church
Cemetery. Two large Live Oaks were planted here in
1852 and 1858. The first is the Red Church Oak a
multi-trunked tree that measured CBH-26'10, Height72' and Spread-124.5' x 108'. The larger of the two
trunks measured 18' 10". The second tree is the Rev.
John F. Basty Oak it measured CBH-22' 2", Height60' and Spread-108' x 108'. Both of these trees are on
the Louisiana Live Oak Society Listing at number
671 and 673. The 1921 Church and grounds are very
beautiful with many Live Oaks but these are the two
largest. I spent several hours in this part of Louisiana
today at 5 different locations and will report on
several other larger trees in upcoming posts. Larry

From Jedediah Smith redwoods today ... one of
various Birds Nest Fungi.

M. D. Vaden of Oregon

Red Church Oak
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Red Church Oak

Rev John F. Basty Oak
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Rev John F. Basty Oak

Re: Guilford CourthouseGreensboro, NC
by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 31, 2012 1:10 pm
Eli Dickerson wrote: 9' cbh Shortleaf!! That's
awesome. I consider 7' cbh to be a large Shortleaf in
Atlanta... and those date back to the Civil War or
earlier.
Guilford Courthouse is a Revolutionary War site.
There's a chance this tree is from that era, but I'd
guess it's a little younger. It's right on the side of the
oldest road at the site, about a quarter mile from the
presumed site of the original courthouse. A seven
footer is what I'd consider a large shortleaf as well.
The battlefield at Guilford Courthouse is also a
beautiful forest. (NPS photo)
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Re: Cooper Creek WMA, GA
by eliahd24 » Sun Dec 30, 2012 11:33 pm
Made it back to Cooper Creek and the "Valley of the
Giants" today. Boy oh boy was it chilly (for Georgia
at least). Didn't do much measuring, but did get
some neat pictures. Mostly just explored the old
growth. Had a fantastic time. I'll try to post the
pictures soon. Such a neat spot.

Re: Cooper Creek WMA, GA
by eliahd24 » Mon Dec 31, 2012 6:58 pm
Yesterday was a really magical day in the woods. I
took 2 fellow tree enthusiasts, a local ecology
professor (and tree enthusiast) and my dog, Ophelia.
It was cold with temps in the 20's/30's after a dusting
of frozen precip the day before.

dusting of sleety snow

The hike in to the old growth at Cooper Creek is
short and non-strenuous. The trailhead, however, is
not marked. I think is a good thing. I'd hate to see
this special spot get "Disneyfied" like many other
natural areas.
One of the highlights of the trip was the "discovery"
of a giant tuliptree shell. It was a stubby standing
dead spire of the trunk. The cbh without any bark
(and after some decay) was 13'7". The massive trunk
was splayed out on the sloped hillside below, now
covered with moss, lichen, fungi and serving as a
nurse log for many other trees such as hemlock,
white pine, basswood, etc

Dead LiTu spire_GORGEOUS
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The cavity in the big standing snag was completely
accessible and just amazing

LiTu inside_out
Sara in the bowels of a dead tuliptree
There were scattered old oaks as well... mostly
Quercus alba, but some gnarly Quercus rubra like
this beauty

LiTu rings_TIGHT
I could count some of the rings in a vertical segment
of exposed wood in the giant tuliptree- clearly growth
was slow in the last few decades (or centuries)
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FYI- my dog is a tall and leggy 85 pound puppy, so
you can get an idea of the size of this tree

N. Red with 85lb pup for scale
The professor I brought along reminded me of one of
the geographical/aesthetic indicators of old growth"pits and mounds" on the forest floor...

Pits and Mounds_Old Growth indicator
Besides Liriodendron, Basswood is the next most
impressive species in this old growth cove.
Numerous giants exist and with a little more
searching a state champion will be found here.

N. Red Oak stitch - 13' x 118'
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LiTu bark
And the gnarliest beast without a fully blown out
top... also the point champion for the species at 390
Big Tree Points! What a beauty!

Multi-trunked Basswood_BIGGIE - 8'7" x 98'
Many of the tuliptrees had already shed what I refer
to as their "primary bark", thus showing the neat
balding and swirly patterns of the "secondary bark",
however some of the giants still had deeply furrowed
bark that was 6"+ thick. Here's moderately thick
piece.
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Frozen Forest, NC
by jamesrobertsmith » Mon Dec 31, 2012 10:09
pm
Since it almost never snows around Charlotte
anymore, I try to get up to the mountains when I can
to see some actual winter weather. My wife and I
drove up to Carver's Gap on the TN/NC border so
that we could hike around the Roan Highlands. I
didn't see any particular trees of note, but I did see a
whole lot of actual snow, ice, and rime ice. The forest
was transformed. They'd had well over a foot of
snow, it was very cold (in the teens while we were
there), with powerful gusting winds. It was great to
actually experience winter again, if only for the day.

BIGGIE!
Rime ice really changes the spruce trees!

Happy New Year fellow NTSers,
~Eli
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The snow was deepest in Carver's Gap where the wind had not blown any of it away.
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Carole was going to hike with me through the forest in Carver's Gap, but the snow was too deep for her.
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Little rimed tree on the summit of Round Bald.
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Re: Frozen Forest
by jamesrobertsmith » Mon Dec 31, 2012 10:59 pm
Thanks, Ed. I was surprised at how thick the rime was on everything. I wasn't quite expecting that, but I suppose the
conditions had been perfect. The storm there started out as heavy rain, then the temperature plummeted. The snow
we encountered was a very dry powder. We couldn't even make snowballs out of it! On the summit of Round Bald
most of the snow had blown off and there was a coating a couple of inches thick of solid ice. I had a hard time
keeping my footing on the top of the mountain. Encountered one snowdrift that was about six feet high. I was
tempted to jump into it.

The rime ice was blowing off the trees in this stand of spruce near the summit.
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Re: Frozen Forest, Alaska
by Will Blozan » Mon Dec 31, 2012 10:53 pm
JRS,
Awesome shots! I too, am in search of a winter
experience and here in Alaska we are having it. Here
are some shots from a heavy snow squall yesterday.
The shots came out surrealistic due to the long zoom
and density of snow. I am on the hunt for a champion
black spruce and have some good leads. If all goes
well I should have three Alaska State records before I
return in January.
Will Blozan

.
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Explore the Tropical Montane Cloud Forests of
Monteverde, Costa Rica. Canopy in the Clouds
brings it directly to the classroom
http://www.canopyintheclouds.com/

External Links:
Ross Creek Giant Cedar Grove, MT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hvx3K8bAyhY

There was something of a church about the woods,
the main ride like a nave at Waresley Wood,
Cambridgeshire: The charcoal buds on the tips of the
ash tree's twigs seemed now to be the stigmata of
wounds yet to come. by Derek Niemann, The
Guardian, Friday 30 November 2012 16.00 EST
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/nov/30
/waresley-wood-cambridgeshire-church-broad-nave

http://www.libbymt.com/areaattractions/rosscreekced
ars.htm
Upon further review, giant sequoia tops a
neighbor by Tracie Cone, Associated Press
http://www.dailydemocrat.com/news/ci_22113634/u
pon-further-review-giant-sequoia-tops-neighbor
Tree Power by C. Claiborne Ray, Published:
December 3, 2012
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/04/science/howmany-pounds-of-carbon-dioxide-does-our-forestabsorb.html

As the CORK is harvested in Sardinia – video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqF3SGFigdY
Savannah Ecosystems in Peril
http://www.enn.com/top_stories/article/45299

American Chestnuts in Glen Providence Park!
Dec 3, 2012 by stephanie Friends of Glen Providence
Park, Delaware Co., PA
http://glenprovidencepark.org/2012/12/03/americanchestnuts-in-glen-providence-park/

Late Miocene forests were 90% oak, pine, and
hickory The Gray Fossil Site in Washington County,
Tennessee
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pi
i/S0034666712000772

Mich. man planting clones of long-dead redwoods
by Jeff Barnard, AP Environmental Writer, Monday,
December 3, 2012
http://www.sfgate.com/news/science/article/Michman-planting-clones-of-long-dead-redwoods4087869.php#ixzz2E9C9aX1J

World's Big Trees Are Dying: Alarming Increase
in Death Rates Among Trees 100-300 Years Old
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12120
6162519.htm
Make Your Own Mic Blimp
http://www.videomaker.com/article/14073?utm
_source=enews&utm_medium=email&utm_conten
t=article4_2012_tue_12_25&utm_campaign=traffic

Antarctic Beech in the Border Ranges National
Park, northern NSW, Australia - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLWCfb9MmAE
'Prince William of Orange' oak at Teigngrace
under threat, Teigngrace, UK http://www.ancienttreehunt.org.uk/news/Prince+William+of+Orange+Oak+
at+Teigngrace+under+threat
Romania moves to save virgin forests (2:02)
http://www.reuters.com/video/2012/12/03/reuters-tvromania-moves-to-save-virginforests?videoId=239583399&videoChannel=118065
Indian tribal art form Madhubani to save trees by
Amarnath Tewary Madhubani, Bihar
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india20422540
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The Spine of the Continent: Wildlife from Yukon
to Mexico
http://fora.tv/2012/12/04/The_Spine_of_the_Contine
nt_Wildlife_from_Yukon_to_Mexico

More Links from the Facebook
Native Tree Society Page:
Rob McBride - As a final 2012 fling...Top
SHropshire Athlete breaks a world record! For the
TREE Hundred Metres! (yes I hv finally flipped!)...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCLfcD79tE&feature=youtu.be

Named 'Medusa' by the Rangers at the Sherwood
Forest National Nature Reserve...
http://sherwoodforesthistory.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/t
he-medusa-oak-icon-of-medieval.html

Rebecca Tarbotton, head of Rainforest Action
Network, dies at 39
http://grist.org/politics/remembering-rebeccatarbotton-head-of-rainforest-action-network-whodied-this-week/

Death in the forest: saving the lungs of the planet
Sandra Blakeslee December 26, 2012
http://m.theage.com.au/environment/death-in-theforest-saving-the-lungs-of-the-planet-201212262bvuk.html

Tree Hugging Now Scientifically Validated
Written by The UpLift Editorial Staff on 28
December 2012. Posted in Natural Healing
http://50.28.60.91/~upliftme/index.php/people/natural
-healing/521-tree-hugging-scientifically-validated

Old trees to be cut for Adelaide Oval car park by
Alice Higgins, The Advertiser, December 26, 2012
10:30PM,
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/old-trees-to-be-cut-for-adelaide-oval-carpark/story-e6frea83-1226543786786

Breen Oakwood in Winter! Dick Glasgow posted
toNative Tree Society I tried to do a David
Attenborough with this one. ;-)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoijtiZ9oeU

Environmental Outlook: "American Canopy" by
Eric Rutkow (Rebroadcast) Thursday, December 27,
2012 - 10:06 a.m.
http://thedianerehmshow.org/shows/2012-1227/environmental-outlook-american-canopy-ericrutkow-rebroadcast

*NEW* Science of Tree Rings web site by -- Henri
Grissino-Mayer
http://web.utk.edu/~grissino/index.htm

If we save our trees, we save our souls - We British
identify with trees, and I hope ash dieback is a spur
for all of us to think more deeply about them. By
Hannah Betts, The Guardian, Tuesday 25 December
2012
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/dec/
26/save-trees-souls-british-identify-ash

The Crowleasowe Oak, Ludlow, Shropshire
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ywSeoiEwgI&fe
ature=youtu.be
Lake Baikal, Siberia - Lake Baikal is the the worlds
oldest and deepest lake. Experts say that it is
approximately 25 million years old (possibly older)
and has an average depth of 744.4 meters (2,442 ft).
http://iliketowastemytime.com/2012/04/16/breathtaki
ng-photos-of-frozen-lake-baikal-in-siberia-russia-23pics

Ramblers anger over plan to remove hedge,
December 22, 2012 11:16Ramblers have hit out at
plans to remove more than 11km of hedgerow from
the south Shropshire countryside – claiming it would
ruin the.. landscape.
http://www.shropshirestar.com/news/2012/12/22/ram
blers-anger-over-plan-to-remove-hedge/

As Forests Disappear, Examining the Mechanisms
of Their Death - Los Alamos national Laboratory
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/25/science/losalamos-national-laboratory-studies-treedeaths.html?pagewanted=1&_r=3&
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Meg’s Wild and Wonderful World of Science
From the Spring 2012 issue of NC State Alumni
Magazine: Meg Lowman plans to take thousands of
schoolchildren into the Amazon to study the rain
forest. She wants to take them to Ethiopia, where she
works to preserve what remains of the rain forest
there. She also wants them to work side-by-side with
other scientists doing [...]
http://www.alumni.ncsu.edu/s/1209/images/editor_do
cuments/magazine/lowman_reducsize.pdf

Bacteria May Have Been Responsible For World's
Biggest Extinction Event - Most of the world's
ocean species died--and lots of land-based ones, too-and it might have been the fault of a microbe.(Wnd of
Permian Extinction Event)
http://m.popsci.com/science/article/2012-12/bacteriamay-have-worsened-worlds-deadliest-extinctionevent-producing-too-much-methane
How shrubs are reducing the positive contribution
of peatlands to climate
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12122
3180005.htm

Guide to Frost
http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/fros
t/frost.htm

Tree that weeps dragons blood among new
discoveries A tree with “dragons blood” running
beneath its bark, a rare mountain top snowdrop and a
critically-endangered orchid are among more than 60
new species discovered by botanists in the past year.
The Telegraph, Richard Gray, Science
Correspondent, 12:33PM GMT 23 Dec 2012
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/earthnews/9762699
/Tree-that-weeps-dragons-blood-among-newdiscoveries.html

Old Growth Forest Network is wrapping up a very
successful first year. Thank you for 'liking' us. We
like you too. Here is the link to our end of year
newsletter. Please visit the link to sign up for future
newsletters if you are not on our mailing list already.
Onward together to 2013!
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr=7
vgxd4jab&v=001laauDGMXfkUPrrWXYL9yCUMsj
dCFNmnHdVSEZKFJgodfUoloIObAzGxR6Zrio0NywIqelO5yGZsp8v_D95xb
QYNd80JGyhmXGkK5FIQLLoD9tcofNxgT1gjHTa
2Xd0Vdc_G_4FvBY4%3D

Fungus threatens thousands of trees along famed
French canal - The picturesque Canal du Midi in
southern France is a recognised UNESCO World
Heritage site. But the 42,000 plane trees which run
along its sides may have to be chopped down due to
the spread of the infectious Ceratocystis platani
fungus. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe20815665

Help Conserve a Church Forest
http://treefoundation.org/2012/12/16/help-conservea-church-forest/
A Photographic Study of One Tree Over Many
Years and Seasons by Michael Zhang · Dec 16,
2012 http://www.petapixel.com/2012/12/16/aphotographic-study-of-one-tree-over-many-yearsand-seasons/

River Red Gum is the state's largest tree, NSW,
Australia arborists say, Science Reporter Clare
Peddie, adelaidenow, December 17, 2012 10:00PM
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/a-giant-hidden/story-e6frea831226538671792

E. O. Wilson's Global Town Hall - December 13,
2012
http://www.livestream.com/naturalsciences/video?cli
pId=pla_26ebb425-91c6-4c78-b174-fdc44dedd422

Human history preserved in tree rings of
prehistoric wooden wells, First farming
communities in Europe were skilled carpenters, made
water wells out of wood. 19-Dec-2012,
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/201212/plos-hhp121412.php

6,000 Insect Species Found in Three Acres of Rain
Forest | Wired Science | Wired.com
http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2012/12/panama
-bug-count/
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Nature Nurtures Creativity After Four Days of
Hiking
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12121
2204826.htm

China at the centre of 'illegal timber' trade Environmental groups accuse ports and cities of
being a centre for illegally logged wood despite
international conservation treaties. by Laurence
Caramel and Harold Thibault, Guardian Weekly,
Tuesday 11 December 2012 05.13 EST
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/dec/11/
china-illegal-logging-deforestation?intcmp=122

French Trees
http://www.flickr.com/photos/14919622@N02/collec
tions/72157617790792468/
Video of a city-sized iceberg breaking off from a
glacier will blow your mind by Jess Zimmerman
http://grist.org/list/this-video-of-a-city-sized-icebergbreaking-off-from-a-glacier-will-blow-your-mind/

Virginia Tech Tree ID App
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.pott
ssoftware.agps21&feature=search_result#?t=W251b
GwsMSwyLDEsIm9yZy5wb3R0c3NvZnR3YXJlLm
FncHMyMSJd

Borneo Tree Climbing by CornellTreeClimbing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xkD36EY3t0&fe
ature=youtu.be&hd=1

The blood-red brilliance, mystery and melancholy
of the hawthorn - Wenlock Edge: Inside each pillarbox-red haw are seeds in which the last year is folded
like a bus ticket to the next. by Paul Evans, The
Guardian, Tuesday 11 December 2012 15.59 EST
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/dec/11/
wenlock-edge-hawthorn-mystery-melancholy

A year in the branch office, December 9, 2012 by
Andrew Darby IT'S lonely at the top for Miranda
Gibson. A year ago she climbed a gum tree on the
cold fringe of the Tasmanian wilderness and
promised to stay until it was forever safe from
logging. That vow means that since then she has not
felt solid ground under her feet. Every day and night
she has been 60 metres up in the crown of the tree,
through rain, snow and wind. Video - Read more:
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/a-year-in-thebranch-office-20121208-2b2xa.html#ixzz2GkY5epen

Julia Butterfly sends a message of support
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRsS-7sqgk&feature=share
Part 1 - Julia Butterfly Hill - Adventures In
Treesitting by michaelofthemountain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyLiOnmBZLw

Cloud Forest Trees Drink Water Through Their
Leaves Dec. 12, 2012 — Tropical montane cloud
forest trees use more than their roots to take up water.
They also drink water from clouds directly through
their leaves, University of California, Berkeley,
scientists have discovered.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12121
3104228.htm

Michael Mann’s Hockey Stick, The climate
scientist tells his story and explores the role of
skepticism in science by Rudy M. Baum "Climatechange deniers like to compare themselves to great
scientists like Galileo or Darwin who challenged the
scientific orthodoxy of their times—the current
orthodoxy being, of course, the belief that humans
are altering Earth’s climate. Skepticism, they
maintain, is central to science. “True skepticism,
however,” Mann writes, “demands that one subject
all sides of a scientific contention or dispute to equal
scrutiny and weigh the totality of evidence without
prejudice. That should not be conflated with
contrarianism or denialism, which is a kind of onesided skepticism that entails simply rejecting
evidence that challenges one’s preconceptions.
Unfortunately, the term skeptic has at times been
coopted by those who are not skeptics at all, but are
instead contrarians or deniers, predisposed to the

Fallen Trees Create Learning Opportunity
December 10, 2012 Read more:
http://njtoday.net/2012/12/10/photo-fallen-treescreate-learning-opportunity/#ixzz2GkYccSJf
Trees Are Freaking Awesome! by Ruth Hamberg
on November 14, 2012 at 10:07am
http://thegrove.americangrove.org/video/trees-arefreakingawesome?xg_source=msg_mes_network#.UOMrJK5
p7jt
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indiscriminate rejection of evidence supporting a
human influence on climate.”
http://cen.acs.org/articles/90/i50/Michael-MannsHockey-Stick.html

World's oldest and biggest trees 'dying out'.
Scientists have warned of an alarming increase in the
death rates of the largest living organisms on the
planet, the giant, old trees that harbour and sustain
countless birds and wildlife.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/environment/97287
97/Worlds-oldest-and-biggest-trees-dying-out.html

French airport protesters seek safety in the trees Dairy farmers, locals and eco-warriors face eviction
over plans to build second airport in Nantes on top of
precious woodland, Angelique Chrisafis in NotreDame-des-Landes, guardian.co.uk, Monday 10
December 2012 07.41 EST,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/10/french
-airport-protesters-squat

Dying aspen trees sound alarm for world's forests,
16:48 05 December 2012 by Bob Holmes.
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn22589-dyingaspen-trees-sound-alarm-for-worlds-forests.html
Orchid collecting expedition to Los Cedros
Reserve, Ecuador January 1993 by Morley Read
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFKv2SEDv60&f
eature=youtube_gdata_player

Qatar’s mangroves: why they matter to climate
change 8 Dec 2012 by Kate Evans
http://blog.cifor.org/13101/qatars-mangroves-whythey-matter-to-climate-change/#.UOMtcK5p7jt

ORCHIDS OF ECUADOR, VILLONACOPARK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrdJfRliWp8&fe
ature=youtube_gdata_player

Loggers leave Cortes ... but promise to return by
Brian Kieran - Campbell River Mirror, Published:
December 07, 2012 3:00 PM, Updated: December
07, 2012 3:19 PM
http://www.campbellrivermirror.com/news/18260427
1.html

As the CORK is harvested in Sardinia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqF3SGFigdY
Savannah Ecosystems in Danger, by Jeremy Hance,
MONGABAY.COM, More from this Affiliate
Published December 4, 2012 04:45 PM
http://www.enn.com/top_stories/article/45299

Political leadership needed to resolve Cortes
Island’s “War in the Woods” Conservationists
renew call for BC Liberals to commit to restoring and
expanding a “BC Park Acquisition Fund” to purchase
and protect endangered forests on private lands. by
Ancient Forest Alliance, posted: Dec 6th, 2012.
http://www.vancouverobserver.com/sustainability/pol
itical-leadership-needed-resolve-cortesisland%E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cwarwoods%E2%80%9D

American Chestnuts in Glen Providence Park!
Dec 3, 2012 by stephanie
http://glenprovidencepark.org/2012/12/03/americanchestnuts-in-glen-providence-park/
Antarctic Beech in the Border Ranges National
Park.wmv Published on Dec 4, 2012 Video of a
beautiful coppice stool of Antarctic Beech visited in
2012 in the very lovely Border Ranges National Park
northern NSW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLWCfb9MmAE

Stopping by woods on a snowy evening as read by
Robert Frost.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfOxdZfo0gs
World's Big Trees Are Dying: Alarming Increase
in Death Rates Among Trees 100-300 Years Old
The largest living organisms on the planet, the big,
old trees that harbour and sustain countless birds and
other wildlife, are dying, Dec. 6, 2012
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/12/12120
6162519.htm

'Prince William of Orange' oak at Teigngrace
under threat One of Devon’s oldest oaks – the
Prince William of Orange oak at Teigngrace - is
suffering and faces an uncertain future, according to
local ATH recorder Spencer Keys.
http://www.ancient-treehunt.org.uk/news/Prince+William+of+Orange+Oak+
at+Teigngrace+under+threat
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Artists in India's Bihar state are painting images
of Hindu deities on trees to save them from being
cut down and to protect the environment! Check out
more about this campaign to save these trees here:
http://ow.ly/fNkks
Romania moves to save virgin forests (2:02) Dec.
3 - Romania's dwindling virgin forests have been
thrown a lifeline with a new law protecting them
from logging. The forests are among the oldest
ecosystems in Europe, but have been decimated by
the cash-strapped country since Communism fell
more than a decade ago. Rob Muir reports.
http://www.reuters.com/video/2012/12/03/romaniamoves-to-save-virginforests?videoId=239583399&videoChannel=74
Ponderosa Fire & Dr Cajun James by
SierraPacVideo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZOcMDgmSsM
&feature=plcp
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Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society

eNTS Magazine January 2012 21 MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine February 2012 20.5
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine March 2012 21 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magizine April 2012 17.6 MB
Broken Into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine May 2012 16.6 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine June 2012 8.7 MB
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eNTS Magazine July 2012 10 MB
Broken Into Two Parts: A B

eNTS Magazine August 2012 13.3
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A B C

eNTS Magazine October 2012 18
MB
Broken Into Four Parts: A B C D

eNTS Magazine November 2012
21 MB
Broken Into Three Parts A B C
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eNTS_Magazine January 2011 12
MB

eNTS_Magazine February 2011 8.5
MB

eNTS_Magazine March2011 4.2 MB

eNTS Magazine_April2011 6 MB

eNTS Magazine_May2011 9.5 MB

eNTS_Magazine June2011 8.9 MB
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eNTS Magazine_July2011.pdf 28 MB
Broken into Four parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine August 2011 21 MB
Broken into two parts A, B

eNTS Magazine September 2011 13
MB

eNTS Magazine October 2011 25 MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine November 2011 18
MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine December 2011 13.7
MB
Broken into Two Parts A, B
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About: eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society
This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS.
http://www.ents-bbs.org It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS
members. The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available
for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members.
This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society and will help the group reach potential new members. To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue,
post to the BBS. Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future
issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have
been included. Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine. The magazine will focus on the
first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website. Where warranted later posts in a thread
may also be selected for inclusion.
Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief
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